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Along with the fast development of mobile communication
technologies, a large number of high-quality wireless services
are required. According to the report of Cisco VNI Global
Mobile Data Traffic Forecast 2017, global mobile data traffic
will increase nearly sevenfold from 2016 to 2021, and mobile
network connection speeds will increase threefold by 2021.
There is a big gap between the future requirements of
wireless services and current communications technologies,
even using 4G/5G technique. How to design intelligent
algorithms/schemes to make full use of the limited wireless
resources is the theme of this special issue. As an important
discipline,machine learning includes pattern recognition and
computational learning theory in artificial intelligence, and
algorithms to learn from the past and make predictions in
complicated scenarios. It can be used to analyze the previ-
ous/current radio conditions and communication paradigms
in wireless communications, such as spectrum utilization,
channel capacity, power level, antenna configurations, and
heterogeneous link properties and help to generate an opti-
mal action to improve the quality of service (QoS).

Recently, some machine learning algorithms have been
proposed for wireless sensor networks, cognitive radio net-
works, bio-inspired networks, machine-to-machine commu-
nications, MIMO link adaption, antenna selection, conges-
tion control, etc. Machine learning has been one of the most
active research fields due to its great success in a wide range
of domains. However, its impact on wireless communications
has so far been very limited. The main challenge is how

to formulate the problems in communication systems as a
proper machine learning model.

The paper “Multilayer Learning Network for Modulation
Classification Assisted with Frequency Offset Cancellation
in Satellite to Ground Link” addresses the issue of carrier
frequency offset. The frequency offset is canceled using mul-
tilayer learning framework, while the same learning frame-
work is also used for modulation classification. The paper
“Pedestrian Motion Learning Based IndoorWLANLocaliza-
tion via Spatial Clustering” proposes a newpedestrianmotion
learning-based indoor wireless local area network localiza-
tion approach. This paper achieves satisfactory location-
based services without the demand for location calibration
or motion sensors. The paper “Distributed Routing Strategy
Based on Machine Learning for LEO Satellite Network”
focuses on effective and reliable routing for LEO satellite
network. Considering the traffic distribution density on the
surface of the earth, the extreme learning machine based
distributed routing strategy makes routing decision based
on traffic prediction. The paper “WiFi Positioning Based
on User Orientation Estimation and Smartphone Carrying
Position Recognition” proposes a novel WiFi fingerprinting
positioning approach considering both user orientations
using a variant of principle-component analysis and smart-
phone carrying positions by employing robust random forest
classifier. Experimental results show that the proposed WiFi
positioning approach may improve positioning accuracy
significantly. The paper “The Parallel Algorithm Based on
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Genetic Algorithm for Improving the Performance of Cog-
nitive Radio” focuses on the intercarrier interference (ICI)
problem of cognitive radio (CR). In this paper, the machine
learning algorithm is used to obtain the optimal interference
subcarriers of an unlicensed user. Moreover, the parallel ICI
suppression algorithm is designed to improve the calculation
speed and meet the practical requirement of CR.

The set of five papers is carefully selected to present the
readers with how different machine learning technologies,
ranging from classical principal component analysis to mul-
tilayer learning networks, find their applications in different
areas of wireless communications. In particular, the works
presented in this special issue demonstrate machine learning
applications across the communication protocol stack, from
techniques of digital modulations, cognitive radio, and rout-
ing, to applications in positioning and motion learning.
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Accuracy performance ofWiFi fingerprinting positioning systems deteriorates severely when signal attenuations caused by human
body are not considered. Previous studies have proposedWiFi fingerprinting positioning based on user orientation using compasses
built in smartphones. However, compasses always cannot provide required accuracy of user orientation estimation due to the
severe indoor magnetic perturbations. More importantly, we discover that not only user orientations but also smartphone carrying
positions may affect signal attenuations caused by human body greatly. Therefore, we propose a novel WiFi fingerprinting
positioning approach considering both user orientations and smartphone carrying positions. For user orientation estimation, we
deploy Rotation Matrix and Principal Component Analysis (RMPCA) approach. For carrying position recognition, we propose a
robust Random Forest classifier based on the developed orientation invariant features. Experimental results show that the proposed
WiFi positioning approach may improve positioning accuracy significantly.

1. Introduction

Location awareness [1–5] based on pervasively available
devices such as smartphones has received increasing atten-
tions for Internet of Things (IoT) applications. The Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) [6] have dominated
the outdoor positioning solutions. For indoor environments,
since the GNSS signal cannot penetrate man-made infras-
tructures, many indoor positioning technologies, such as
ultra-wideband [7] and radio frequency identification [8],
have been developed. Most existing indoor positioning solu-
tions with high positioning accuracy require extra hardware
and high cost. Because of the large-scale deployment of
access points (APs) and pervasively available smartphones
with wireless network card installed, WiFi positioning using
received signal strength (RSS) has been considered as one of
the most popular indoor positioning solutions.

WiFi positioning systems can be divided into model
based approach and fingerprinting based approach. The
model based approach [9, 10] constructs the function relating
RSS with the physical distance between the mobile devices
and theAP. Ifmore than three physical distances are obtained,
user location estimation can be obtained by deploying a

trilateration method. In contrast, the fingerprinting based
approach [11–13] includes two phases: offline phase and
online phase. During offline phase, RSS values from available
APs are collected at predefined calibration points and stored
as fingerprints to generate the so-called radio map. During
online phase, the new measured RSS vectors are matched
with the prestored fingerprints in the radio map. The user
location is ultimately estimated by weighting locations of
the matched calibration points [14, 15] or deploying some
machine learning based methods [16, 17]. Due to the complex
radio propagation environment, it is difficult for model
based approach to construct an accurate function to estimate
the distance information. As a result, the accuracy perfor-
mance cannot be guaranteed by the model based approach.
Therefore, we deploy WiFi fingerprinting approach in our
paper.

For WiFi fingerprinting approach, a key challenge is
the RSS radio mismatch [18–20] phenomenon. This phe-
nomenon occurs when radio environments between RSS
radio map construction during offline phase and online
positioning phase are obviously different andmay deteriorate
accuracy performance of WiFi fingerprinting positioning
greatly. One main reason of radio mismatch is caused by the
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neglected user orientations [21]. Users tend to carry smart-
phones near to their body, which consists of more than 50%
water.The human bodymight blockWiFi signal transmission
of 2.4 GHz, especially when the body is between an AP
and a smartphone [22]. Previous works [23–25] have carried
experiments to confirm the substantial RSS variations caused
by user orientations. RSSmay vary up to 15dBm [21] at a fixed
location when the user facing anAP turns around. As a result,
for a fingerprinting based approach, the mismatch of user
orientations between offline training phase and online posi-
tioning phase may degrade the positioning accuracy greatly.

In order to solve the user orientation mismatch problem,
in [26] a user orientation based fingerprinting positioning
approach has been proposed. A digital compass built in a
smartphone is utilized to detect the user orientation. During
offline phase, the user orientation information is also added
to enhance the radio map. During online phase, based on the
estimated user orientation information, new measured RSS
vector samples are only compared with the selected finger-
prints sharing a similar user orientation. Similar approaches
have been proposed in [27, 28], in which the radio map is
extended with user orientation information. However, two
problems still need to be solved to enhance the reliability and
applicability of fingerprinting based positioning. Firstly, for
indoor environments, Earth’s magnetic field exploited by dig-
ital compass is always noisy and severely perturbed by man-
made infrastructures, rendering the user orientation estima-
tions using compasses unavailable. Secondly, we discover that
not only user orientations but also smartphone carrying posi-
tions may affect RSS greatly due to the different human body
attenuation schemes. The impact of different carrying posi-
tions on RSS patterns is not considered by previous works,
which always assume that the smartphones are held in hand
in front of users. However, for daily uses of a smartphone,
other carrying positions [29, 30] such as in the trouser pocket
or near to ear during phone calls are also widely deployed.

This paper proposes a novel WiFi fingerprinting posi-
tioning approach based on user orientation estimation and
smartphone carrying position recognition. To the best of our
knowledge, our research is the first to consider impacts of
user orientation and smartphone carrying position informa-
tion on RSS patterns simultaneously. Both the user orienta-
tion and the smartphone carrying position information are
added into the radio map. For user orientation estimation,
rather than deploy noisy digital compasses, we deploy our
previous proposed Rotation Matrix and Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (RMPCA) approach [31]. The basic principle
is to exploit the principal component of accelerations in
the horizontal plane, which is assumed to be parallel with
user walking direction. For smartphone carrying position
recognition, we investigate the four most classical positions
[32], including being held in hand in front of the user
(hand-held), put in the trouser pocket (inpocket), near to
the right ear during phone calls (phone-call), and in the
swinging-hand (swinging-hand). We deploy the Random
Forest classifier [33] to recognize the four carrying positions.
In order to adapt the changing device orientations, we exploit
several orientation invariant features as input features of the
classifier.

Experiments in a realistic indoor environment show
that the proposed WiFi fingerprinting positioning approach
may enhance reliability and applicability significantly. In
summary, our workmakes the main contributions as follows:

(i) We propose a novel WiFi fingerprinting approach
considering both user orientations and smartphone carrying
positions.

(ii)We discover that not only user orientations but also
smartphone carrying positions may affect RSS patterns
greatly.

(iii) We propose a robust carrying position recognition
classifier by exploiting several orientation invariant features.

(iv)We report the evaluation of the proposed fingerprint-
ing approach based on extensive experimental samples and
compare it with existing approaches.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
We present an overview of the proposed WiFi fingerprint-
ing positioning in the following section. In Section 3, we
propose a robust carrying position classifier. Section 4
describes the user orientation estimation algorithm using
RMPCA approach. Section 5 firstly introduces the impact
of user orientations and carrying positions on RSS and then
presents the proposed user orientation and carrying position
based fingerprinting approach. The experimental results are
reported and analyzed in detail in Section 6. In the last
section, we give a conclusion and our future works.

2. Overview of the Proposed WiFi
Fingerprinting Positioning Approach

Figure 1 presents an overview of the proposed WiFi fin-
gerprinting positioning approach based on user orientation
estimation and carrying position recognition. The approach
is divided into offline phase and online phase. During offline
phase, RSS data at predefined calibration points are collected
at eight orientations equally distributed in a circle with
four investigated different carrying positions, respectively.
As a result, an enhanced radio map, whose fingerprints are
labeled with both user orientations and carrying positions, is
constructed.

During online phase, we deploy a robust Random For-
est based classifier to recognize the smartphone carrying
positions. The classifier exploits orientation invariant fea-
tures generated by acceleration signals as input features.
Furthermore, we develop RMPCA based user orientation
estimation upon a continuous device attitude tracking. Using
the estimated user orientations and recognized carrying
positions, we select the fingerprints with similar orientation
and the same carrying position, instead of all the fingerprints
in the enhanced radio map. Finally, a pattern matching
algorithm based on maximum likelihood [22] is used for
ultimate location estimation.

3. Robust Smartphone Carrying
Position Recognition

For daily uses of smartphones, it is more applicable to assume
anunfixed carrying position. For example, it ismore common
formale users to put the smartphones in their trouser pockets
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed WiFi fingerprinting positioning approach.

[29]. Different RSS values will be collected with different
carrying positions, even in a fixed location with the same user
orientation, as will be seen later in Section 5.1. Therefore, we
develop a smartphone carrying position recognition method
to detect the device carrying position before patternmatching
of fingerprinting based approach. For simplicity, we only
investigate the four most widely used carrying positions:
hand-held, inpocket, swinging-hand, and phone call.

As previous works [34, 35] suggested, acceleration sig-
nals with different device carrying positions show different
patterns. Previous classifiers are always founded on relatively
fixed and controlled device orientations and deploy normal
time domain features [34] for carrying position classifier.The
statistics of raw acceleration signal samples over a sliding
window, including maximum, minimum, mean, medium,
and variance, are computed and deployed as input features
to train the carrying position classifier. However, the device
orientations may vary for different users due to different
user habits. For the same user, the device orientation may
also change with the user walking and the other body
locomotion. If the device orientations are not fixed, the three-
dimensional acceleration signals may vary a lot with uncon-
strained device orientations at a fixed carrying position. As
a result, classification accuracy of previous carrying position
classifiers may deteriorate significantly with unconstrained
device orientations.

In order to recognize carrying positions with uncon-
strained device orientations, we propose a robust classifier
upon orientation invariant features. Instead of deploying raw
three-dimensional accelerations, we exploit three variables,
including total magnitude of acceleration 𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑐, magnitude
of the horizontal acceleration 𝐻𝐴𝑐𝑐, and acceleration in the
gravity direction 𝐺𝐴𝑐𝑐,𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑐 = |Acc|2 = √𝐴𝑐𝑐2𝑥 + 𝐴𝑐𝑐2𝑦 + 𝐴𝑐𝑐2𝑧 (1)

𝐻𝐴𝑐𝑐 = Acc − (Acc ⋅ g𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙) g𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
2 (2)𝐺𝐴𝑐𝑐 = (Acc ⋅ g𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙) g𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙

2 (3)

where Acc = [𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑥 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑦 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑧]𝑇 is the raw acceleration
signal, | ∙ |2 is the 2-norm operator, and g𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 is related
gravity vector with normalized value. The gravity vector can
be obtained by transforming standard gravity vector using
tracked quaternion vector as in (4). These variables show
distinct patterns at different carrying positions. Compared
with raw acceleration signals, these variables remain relatively
stable when the carrying positions are the same, regardless of
changing device orientations.

The classifier design includes three stages: data prepro-
cessing, feature extraction, classifier training, and testing.
Firstly, we collect raw acceleration signal samples from an
accelerometer continuously and split them into segments by
a sliding window [34]. Size of the window is two seconds
and with one second overlap between neighboring windows.
Then, we compute three-orientation invariant variable sam-
ples over each window. After data preprocessing, we exploit
the statistics of the three variables as input features of carrying
positioning classifier, including maximum, minimum, mean,
medium, and variance. The input features are all useful
to distinguish different carrying positions. For example,
because of the higher locomotion intensity of leg than the
upper user body, maximum values of 𝐻𝐴𝑐𝑐 for inpocket are
always significantly larger than those of phone-call positions.
Variance values of 𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑐 of the phone-call positions are
always significantly smaller than those of inpocket positions.
More importantly, these input features are insensitive to
device orientations and almost independent with device
orientations.
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After feature extraction, we deploy Random Forest as the
classifier, which performs well in many multiclass classifi-
cation problems. We collect acceleration signals over four
thousand sliding windows with four investigated carrying
positions. For each position, we sample acceleration signals
over all possible device orientations uniformly. We use the
widely used 10-fold cross-validation method to train and test
the classifier. The extracted features are partitioned into ten
parts randomly. Nine of the ten parts are used for training
and the rest part for testing. We repeat the whole process for
one hundred times by randomly selecting one part for testing.
Experimental results show that the robust Radom Forest
classifier may improve classification accuracy than compared
previous classifiers, as will be seen in Section 6.2.

4. User Orientation Estimation

In order to obtain and represent the absolute user orienta-
tion, we firstly define global coordinate system (GCS). GCS
consists of three axes 𝑋𝐺, 𝑌𝐺, and 𝑍𝐺, which point to east,
north, and the sky, respectively. To describe the rawmeasured
signals from inertial sensors, we also define device coordinate
system (DCS), which consists of three axes 𝑋𝐷𝐶𝑆, 𝑌𝐷𝐶𝑆, and𝑍𝐷𝐶𝑆. The 𝑋𝐷𝐶𝑆 and 𝑌𝐷𝐶𝑆 axes point right and forward in
the front face of smartphone screen, respectively, while 𝑍𝐷𝐶𝑆

axis is a standard cross-product of the former two axes. We
assume that the initial user orientation is known by other
techniques such as landmarks [36]. The user orientation is
just the user walking direction, whose value at GCS is defined
as the rotation angle from the positive 𝑌𝐺 to user walking
direction counterclockwise.

4.1. Device Attitude Tracking. For RMPCA based user orien-
tation approach, it is important to obtain the device attitude
continuously. We deploy Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to
model the device attitude tracking. Before designing EKF, we
describe device attitude by quaternion vector as given,

h𝐷𝐶𝑆 (𝑡) = (C𝐷𝐶𝑆
𝐺𝐶𝑆 (q (𝑡)))𝑇 h𝐺𝐶𝑆 (𝑡) (4)

where C𝐷𝐶𝑆
𝐺𝐶𝑆 (q(𝑡)) is the rotation matrix from DCS to GCS,

h𝐺𝐶𝑆(𝑡) and h𝐷𝐶𝑆(𝑡) are the vectors represented at GCS and
DCS, and argument 𝑡 represents the time, which will be
omitted in the following equations, rotation matrix can be
given as

C𝐷𝐶𝑆
𝐺𝐶𝑆 (q)
= [[[[

𝑞20 + 𝑞21 − 𝑞22 − 𝑞23 2 (𝑞1𝑞2 − 𝑞0𝑞3) 2 (𝑞1𝑞3 + 𝑞0𝑞2)2 (𝑞1𝑞2 + 𝑞0𝑞3) 𝑞20 − 𝑞21 + 𝑞22 − 𝑞23 2 (𝑞2𝑞3 − 𝑞0𝑞1)2 (𝑞1𝑞3 − 𝑞0𝑞2) 2 (𝑞0𝑞1 + 𝑞2𝑞3) 𝑞20 − 𝑞21 − 𝑞22 + 𝑞23
]]]]

(5)

where q = [𝑞0 𝑞1 𝑞2 𝑞3]𝑇 is the quaternion vector with
normalized magnitude.

Secondly, following the kinematic law of rigid body [37],
the discrete time evolution model of rotation quaternion
vector is given as follows:

q𝑘+1 = exp (0.5 × Ω (w𝑘𝑇s)) q𝑘

= (I cos (0.5 × Δ𝜃𝑘) + Ω (w𝑘𝑇s) sin (0.5 × Δ𝜃𝑘)Δ𝜃𝑘 ) q𝑘

(6)

where 𝑇𝑠 is the time interval, 𝑘 and 𝑘 + 1 represent time
instants 𝑘𝑇𝑠 and (𝑘 + 1)𝑇𝑠, q𝑘 and q𝑘+1 are the related time
evolution quaternion vectors, w𝑘 = [𝑤𝑥

𝑘 𝑤𝑦

𝑘
𝑤𝑧

𝑘]𝑇 is three-
dimensional angular velocity at DCS, I is an 3 × 3 identity
matrix, Δ𝜃𝑘 = 𝑇𝑠√(𝑤𝑥

𝑘
)2 + (𝑤𝑦

𝑘
)2 + (𝑤𝑧

𝑘
)2, and Ω(w𝑘𝑇𝑠) is

given by

Ω(w𝑘𝑇𝑠) = 𝑇𝑠 [[[[[[[
0 −𝑤𝑥

𝑘 −𝑤𝑦

𝑘
−𝑤𝑧

𝑘𝑤𝑥
𝑘 0 𝑤𝑧

𝑘 −𝑤𝑦

𝑘𝑤𝑦

𝑘
−𝑤𝑧

𝑘 0 𝑤𝑥
𝑘𝑤𝑧

𝑘 𝑤𝑦

𝑘
−𝑤𝑥

𝑘 0
]]]]]]]

(7)

Thequaternionq𝑘+1 is determined once the initial quaternion
vector q0 is known. Therefore, state model of EKF is given by

q𝑘+1 = 𝐹𝑘q𝑘 + w𝑞

𝑘 (8)

where the state transition matrix 𝐹𝑘 = exp(0.5∗Ω(w𝑘𝑇s)) and
w𝑞

𝑘
= Ξ𝑘w𝑔𝑦𝑟𝑜

𝑘
= −𝑇𝑠2 [[e𝑘×] + 𝑞𝑘0I−e𝑇𝑘 ]w𝑔𝑦𝑟𝑜

𝑘
(9)

q𝑘 = [𝑞𝑘0 𝑞𝑘1 𝑞𝑘2 𝑞𝑘3]𝑇 is the rotation quaternion vector at
time instants 𝑘𝑇𝑠 with vector part e𝑘 = [𝑞𝑘1 𝑞𝑘2 𝑞𝑘3]𝑇, w𝑔𝑦𝑟𝑜

𝑘 is
the Gaussian measurement noise variable of angular velocity,
and [e𝑘×] is a standard vector cross-product operator.

The measurement model of EKF is given by

z𝑘+1 = [ a𝑘+1
m𝑘+1

] = 𝜙 (q𝑘+1) + k𝑘+1

= [[(C𝐷𝐶𝑆
𝐺𝐶𝑆 (q𝑘+1))𝑇 0

0 (C𝐷𝐶𝑆
𝐺𝐶𝑆 (q𝑘+1))𝑇]][g0

h0

]
+ [k𝑎𝑘+1

k𝑚𝑘+1
]

(10)

where a𝑘+1 and m𝑘+1 are the raw measured acceleration and
magnetic vectors at DCS, respectively; k𝑎𝑘+1 and k𝑚𝑘+1 are
the related measurement noise variables; g0 and h0 are the
local gravity and magnetic vectors at GCS, respectively. The
measurement noise covariance matrix R𝑘+1 is given by

R𝑘+1 = [R𝑎
𝑘+1 0
0 R𝑚

𝑘+1

] = [𝑅𝜎2
𝑎I3 0

0 𝑅𝜎2
𝑚I3

] (11)
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where 𝑅𝜎2
𝑎 and

𝑅𝜎2
𝑚 are set adaptively as follows:

𝑅𝜎2
𝑎 = {{{𝜎2

𝑎 , a𝑘+12 − g0
2 < 𝜀𝑎1 ∩ var (a𝑘+1−𝑁𝑎/2

2 : a𝑘+1+𝑁𝑎/2
2) < 𝜀𝑎2∞, otherwise

(12)

𝑅𝜎2
𝑚 = {{{𝜎2

𝑚, m𝑘+1
2 − h0

2 < 𝜀𝑚1 ∩ var (m𝑘+1−𝑁𝑚/2
2 : m𝑘+1+𝑁𝑚/2

2) < 𝜀𝑚2∞, otherwise
(13)

where 𝜀𝑎1 is the allowedmaximumdifference betweenmagni-
tude of newmeasured acceleration signal and that of the local
gravity vector, var(⋅) calculates the variance of signals within a
centered window, 𝜀𝑎2 is the allowed maximum variance of𝑁𝑎

acceleration signals, 𝜀𝑚1 is the allowed maximum difference
between magnitude of new measured magnetic signal and
that of the local magnetic signal, and 𝜀𝑚2 is the allowed
maximum variance of𝑁𝑚 magnetic signals.

Based on the state model in (8) and the measurement
model in (10), the state vector q𝑘+1 can be iteratively updated
by EKF model.

4.2. RMPCABasedUserOrientation Estimation. Manyworks
[38] assume that the user orientation is the same as the
device forward direction or the angle difference between
them is fixed. Therefore, they can directly estimate the
user orientation using the device attitude tracking model
described in Section 4.1. However, the angle difference
betweenuser orientation and device forward direction always
varies rapidly with highly dynamic body locomotion, ren-
dering attitude estimation inapplicable for user orientation
estimation. Therefore, we deploy RMPCA approach [31]
for user orientation estimation. During pedestrian walking
period, we assume that the user orientation is just the
walking direction. The basic principle of RMPCA is that
walking direction is parallel to the principal component of the
acceleration signals in the horizontal plane, which dominates
most of the horizontal acceleration signal energy.

In detail, RMPCAfirstly transforms all rawmeasured RSS
signals during a walking step at DCS into GCS, as follows:

a𝑖𝐺𝐶𝑆 = C𝐷𝐶𝑆
𝐺𝐶𝑆 (q) a𝑖𝐷𝐶𝑆, 𝑖 = 1, . . . ,𝑁𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 (14)

where a𝑖𝐺𝐶𝑆 = [a𝑖𝐺𝐶𝑆(𝑥) a𝑖𝐺𝐶𝑆(𝑦) a𝑖𝐺𝐶𝑆(𝑧)]𝑇 is the 𝑖 − th
acceleration signal represented at GCS, 𝑁𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 is the number
of acceleration signals within the walking step, and q is the
tracked quaternion vector. Each walking step is detected by
a widely used peak detection algorithm [39], which relates
the heel strike of each step to an acceleration peak value.
The acceleration signals in the horizontal plane are in fact
the former two acceleration components of a𝑖𝐺𝐶𝑆. Then, we
perform PCA over horizontal acceleration signals within a
walking step to extract the walking direction WD𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 =

[𝑊𝐷𝑥
𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 𝑊𝐷𝑦

𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙
]𝑇. The user orientation 𝑂𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 can be

estimated as follows:

𝑂𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 = arctan(𝑊𝐷𝑦

𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑊𝐷𝑥
𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙

) − 𝜋2 (15)

5. Proposed WiFi Fingerprinting
Positioning Approach

This section firstly describes the impact of user orientations
and carrying positions on RSS, which may directly indicate
the motivation of the proposed approach. Then, we describe
the proposed fingerprinting approach based on an enhanced
radio map considering both user orientations and carrying
positions. The user location is ultimately estimated by a
maximum likelihood based pattern matching algorithm.

5.1. Impact ofUserOrientations andCarrying Positions onRSS.
We have carried four experiments to evaluate the impact of
user orientations and carrying positions on RSS: line-of-sight
(LOS) environment near to AP, LOS environment far away
fromAP, none-line-of-sight (NLOS) environment near toAP,
and NLOS environment far away from AP. We program a
smartphone to collect RSS readings every 500 milliseconds
from an AP with a total 200 samples for each fixed user
orientation and carrying position. The experimental user
rotates its orientation by an interval of 45 degrees for a total
number of eight orientations. For near and far environments,
the distances between AP and user are four and twelve
meters, respectively. For user orientation of 90 degrees and
180 degrees, the user is faced with and points away from the
AP, respectively.

Figure 2 shows themeanRSS of different user orientations
with four carrying positions under the LOS environment near
to AP. For hand-held position, RSS values of the user just
facing to AP or with the adjacent orientations are greatly
larger than those of back toward AP. In particular, compared
with user orientation of 180 degrees (back toward AP), the
mean RSS values with user orientation of 90 degrees (facing
to AP) increase about 20 dB. This is because a user holding
the smartphone in hand may block the LOS WiFi signal
totally when he stands between the AP and the smartphone.
Similarly, for hand-held position under LOS environment far
away from AP, RSS values of the user just faced with AP
or with the adjacent orientations are also significantly larger
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Figure 2: Impact of user orientations and carrying positions on
mean RSS under the LOS environment near to AP.
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Figure 3: Impact of user orientations and carrying positions on
mean RSS under the NLOS environment near to AP.

than those of back toward AP, while the increments are a little
smaller than those of the near to AP environment.

For the other three carrying positions, there are also
significant RSS variations caused by varied user orientations.
However, the maximum and minimum RSS values may
occur in a very different user orientation. For the phone-
call position, the minimum RSS value occurs in the user
orientation of 0 degrees instead of 270 degrees for the hand-
held position, since the side of user body rather than the
whole user body blocks the LOS WiFi signal. As a result,
RSS patterns of the same user orientation and different
carrying positions are also distinct due to the different signal
blocking scheme of user body. It is necessary to add both user
orientations and carrying positions to enhance the radiomap.

Figure 3 shows themeanRSS of different user orientations
with four carrying positions under the NLOS environments

near to AP. We can see that, for hand-held position, RSS
values of the user just facing to AP increase about 8 dB
than those of back toward AP. Since there is no direct path
between AP and the smartphone, the blocking effect of
user body under NLOS environment is significantly smaller
than that of LOS environment. Furthermore, for NLOS
environment far away from AP, the signal blocking effect
of user body can be neglected, due to the more complex
multipath and NLOS propagation environments. However,
for different user orientations and carrying positions, RSS
patterns are also different due to different radio propagation
environments, though there are no obvious effects of signal
absorptions caused by user body.Therefore, in order to avoid
introducing the radio mismatch during pattern matching
process, both user orientations and carrying positions should
be considered in the WiFi fingerprinting approach.

5.2. Enhanced Radio Map Based Location Estimation Using
Maximum Likelihood. The proposed WiFi fingerprinting
positioning approach consists of two stages: offline enhanced
radio map construction and online location estimation.
During the offline stage, RSS readings from multiple avail-
able APs are collected to build the radio map. The raw
RSS value is denoted as 𝜓𝑜,𝑐

𝑖,𝑗 [𝜏], which indicates RSS from
the 𝑖 − th AP at the 𝑗 − th calibration point, with
user orientation 𝑜 and carrying position 𝑐. For each cal-
ibration point, we collect RSS data at eight orientations𝑂 = {0∘, 45∘, . . . , 315∘} with four different carrying positions𝐶 = {hand-held, in-pocket, swinging-hand, phone-call}.
Then, the enhanced radio map can be represented by 𝜓 as

𝜓
𝑜,𝑐 [𝜏] = (

(
𝜓𝑜,𝑐
1,1 [𝜏] 𝜓𝑜,𝑐

1,2 [𝜏] ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜓𝑜,𝑐
1,𝑁 [𝜏]𝜓𝑜,𝑐

2,1 [𝜏] 𝜓𝑜,𝑐
2,2 [𝜏] ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜓𝑜,𝑐

2,𝑁 [𝜏]... ... d
...𝜓𝑜,𝑐

𝑀,1 [𝜏] 𝜓𝑜,𝑐
𝑀,2 [𝜏] ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜓𝑜,𝑐

𝑀,𝑁 [𝜏]
)
)

(16)

where𝑀 is the number of APs,𝑁 is the number of calibration
points, 𝜏 = 1, . . . , 𝑄 is time index of temporal RSS samples,
and 𝑄 is the number of RSS samples. The row vector of 𝜓
represents the RSS data of one AP over 𝑁 calibration points
with 𝑄 temporal length. The column vector of 𝜓 represents
the 𝑀−dimensional RSS samples at the 𝑗 − th calibration
point.

During online stage, amaximum likelihood based pattern
matching algorithm is used for location estimation. Maxi-
mum likelihood algorithm estimates the likelihood value of
new measured RSS observations for all candidate calibration
points and weights the points having maximum likelihood as
the positioning result. The new measured RSS vectors can be
represented as

𝜓
𝑜,𝑐
new = [𝜓𝑜,𝑐

1,𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝜓𝑜,𝑐
2,𝑛𝑒𝑤 . . . 𝜓𝑜,𝑐

𝑀,𝑛𝑒𝑤 ]𝑇 (17)

where 𝑜 is the estimated user orientation as in (15) and𝑐 is the recognized carrying position of the four investi-
gated positions. Based on the estimated user orientation
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Figure 4: Realistic indoor experimental environments for WiFi positioning.

and recognized carrying position, we select the fingerprints
with similar orientations and the same positions for pattern
matching. Particularly, we obtain the two orientations 𝑜1, 𝑜2
in the set 𝑂, which have the smallest absolute differences
with the estimated user orientation 𝑜. The selected radio
map can be generated by selecting fingerprints 𝜓𝑜1,𝑐[𝜏] and
𝜓
𝑜2,𝑐[𝜏]. For each calibration point, RSS values collected at

two orientations 𝑜1, 𝑜2 are merged into one group.
Maximum likelihood algorithm treats the statistical dis-

tribution of RSS from one AP at each calibration point as
Gaussian distribution. For new RSS vectors, the likelihood at
calibration point 𝐿 𝑖 is calculated by the product of likelihood
of all available APs:

𝑓 (𝜓𝑜,𝑐new 𝐿 𝑖) = 𝑀∏
𝑗=1

𝑓 (𝜓𝑜,𝑐
𝑗,𝑛𝑒𝑤

 𝐿 𝑖) (18)

where𝑓(𝜓𝑜,𝑐
𝑗,𝑛𝑒𝑤|𝐿 𝑖) is the likelihood of calibration point 𝐿 𝑖 for

the 𝑗− th AP.TheGaussian function is deployed as likelihood
function for RSS statistical distribution:

𝑓 (𝜓𝑜,𝑐
𝑗,𝑛𝑒𝑤

 𝐿 𝑖) = 1√2𝜋𝜎 exp(−(𝜓𝑜,𝑐
𝑗,𝑛𝑒𝑤 − 𝜇𝑗𝑖 )22𝜎2

) (19)

where 𝜇𝑗𝑖 is the mean RSS value for the 𝑗− th AP at calibration
point 𝐿 𝑖 with carrying position 𝑐 and the user orientations𝑜1, 𝑜2 and 𝜎 is the parameter relating with standard variance.
The user location is ultimately estimated by averaging the 𝐾
calibration points,

𝐿user = 1𝐾 𝐾∑
𝑖=1

�̃� 𝑖 (20)

where �̃� 𝑖 are the locations of 𝐾 calibration points with the
maximum likelihood value.

6. Evaluation
6.1. Experimental Setup. We performed experiments in a
typical realistic indoor environment, whose size is 27.4 m

× 11.2 m, as shown in Figure 4. We deploy a Samsung
Galaxy S4 smartphone as experimental device with wireless
network card, gyroscope, accelerometer, and magnetometer
installed. For offline radio map construction, we collect RSS
vector samples from all available APs at 82 calibration points
with eight user orientations and four investigated carrying
positions. The eight user orientations are set along the four
coordinate axes directions and four middle directions of
them. For each calibration point, 3200 samples are collected
with 100 samples per user orientation and carrying posi-
tion. The calibration points are approximately uniformly
distributed in the target environment with a distance of about
one meter along the 𝑥-axis direction. A total number of eight
APs are available, with six APs seen in the target environment
and the rest ones in the adjacent area. For testing points,
the participant walked along a path with one of the four
investigated carrying positions reaching almost all coverage
area of the calibration points. Six different walking paths
with relatively different user orientations were carried. Each
walking path is about one hundred meters long reaching
most of the target environment and repeated ten times for
each carrying position. The user true locations are obtained
by placing multiple tags on the floor and deploying a video
to record the walking path. For each experimental run, we
assumed that the initial user orientation was known and the
inertial sensors were already well calibrated [31].

6.2. Carrying Position Recognition Results. We collect one
thousand sliding window samples for each carrying position
and a total number of four thousand samples are used to
train and test the classifiers. In order to make the classifier
more robust to the changing device orientation, we collect
acceleration signals under all possible device orientations as
uniformly as possible. To avoid introducing noisy accelera-
tion signals, we deploy a five-point average filter to smooth
them.

Table 1 compares the classification accuracy performance
of the proposed orientation invariant features and normal
time domain features. The results show that the proposed
robust carrying position classifier shows an average accuracy
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Table 1: Confusion table of Random Forest classifier with orientation invariant and normal features.

(Orientation Invariant/Normal Features) Hand-Held Phone-Call Swinging-Hand In-Pocket
Hand-Held 0.982/0.904 0.018/0.063 0/0.033 0/0
Phone-Call 0.01/0.064 0.990/0.915 0/0.004 0/0.017
Swinging-Hand 0/0.018 0/0.001 0.986/0.896 0.014/0.085
In-Pocket 0/0 0/0 0.028/0.081 0.972/0.919
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Figure 5: Mean absolute user orientation estimation error and the
standard deviation comparisons between RMPCA, uDirect, and
compass approaches.

reaching 98.5%,which is high enough for recognizing the car-
rying position accurately. Therefore, the subsequent exper-
iments assume that the used carrying position information
is correctly recognized initially. Compared with the tradi-
tional normal time domain features, the proposed classifier
achieves a significant accuracy improvement from 90.9% to
98.5%. The improvement can be contributed to the higher
discrimination and generalization ability of the extracted
orientation invariant features. Rather than previous normal
time domain features vary greatly with the changing device
orientation, the extracted features keep relatively stable.
Besides, the probabilities of confusing between swinging-
hand and inpocket pairs, hand-held, and phone-call pairs are
higher than the other pairs, since the acceleration patterns
within these pairs aremore confused than the other pairs, due
to their more similar patterns of body locomotion.

6.3. User Orientation Estimation Results. Figure 5 com-
pares mean absolute user orientation estimation error and
the standard deviation values between RMPCA, uDirect
[40], and compass [26] approaches. The deployed RMPCA
approach decreases the mean absolute estimation error by
33.8 percent (5.3 degrees) and 70.2 percent (24.4 degrees)
more than those of the compared uDirect and compass
approaches, respectively. For standard deviation, RMPCA
approach decreases by 22.6 percent (1.6 degrees) and 66.1
percent (10.4 degrees) more than those of the compared
uDirect and compass approaches, respectively. Clearly, the

deployed RMPCA approach achieves the best user heading
estimation accuracy.

For the uDirect approach, the user orientation during a
walking period is extracted at the moment when acceleration
signals along the waling direction dominate the accelerations
in the horizontal plane. Unfortunately, such a moment is
susceptible to noisy acceleration signals. Instead of exploiting
some specific acceleration samples by uDirect approach, the
RMPCA approach exploits all acceleration samples during
a walking period by performing PCA over the horizontal
acceleration signals.Therefore, the RMPCAapproach ismore
robust and achieves smaller user orientation estimation error
and standard deviation than the uDirect approach. For user
orientation using a compass, since the indoor magnetic
perturbations are severe and is difficult to be calibrated, the
accuracy performance of user orientation ismuch worse than
the two other approaches.

6.4. Location Estimation Results. This section compares the
proposed WiFi positioning approaches considering user ori-
entations and carrying positions; WiFi positioning approach
based on user orientation estimation using a compass
and traditional WiFi positioning approach do not consider
these information. We perform traditional WiFi position-
ing approach by selecting fingerprints with random user
orientations and carrying positions to construct the radio
map. The pattern matching algorithm deploys the widely
used maximum likelihood method. The positioning error
is defined as the Euclidean distance between the estimated
coordinates per step and the labeled coordinates per step
along the true path. Positioning accuracy is mainly evaluated
by the accumulative probability distribution of positioning
errors.

As seen in Figure 6, accumulative error distribution
within 1 m of the proposed approach is 35.1%, while those of
approach (compass) and traditional approach are 20.1% and
17.1%, respectively. Accumulative error distribution within
3 m of the proposed approach is 88.9%, while those of
approach (compass) and traditional approach are 63.6% and
57.9%, respectively. Table 2 also indicates error reduction
of the proposed approach than the other two compared
approaches. Compared with approach (compass) and tra-
ditional approach, the proposed approach decreases mean
positioning errors by 41.7% (1.15 m) and 46.7% (1.41 m),
respectively.

Compared with approach (compass) and traditional
approach, the proposed approach obtains significant posi-
tioning accuracy improvement. This is because the proposed
positioning approach may exploit the user orientation and
carrying position information to enhance the radio map
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Table 2: Positioning error (meters) comparisons.

Compared Approaches Proposed approach Approach (Compass) Traditional Approach
Mean error 1.61 2.76 3.02
75 percentile 2.35 3.87 4.42
90 percentile 3.11 5.68 6.05
Standard variance 0.40 0.48 0.53
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Figure 6: Accuracy comparisons between the proposed approach,
approach (compass), and traditional approach.

and thus the radio mismatch can be avoided effectively.
For approach (compass), user orientation information is
estimated by a compass and exploited in the fingerprinting
pattern matching. However, the user orientation estimation
accuracy is rather poor due to serve indoor magnetic per-
turbations. Therefore, the selected fingerprints may differ
from the right fingerprints with similar orientations greatly.
Therefore, the approach (compass) achieves small accuracy
improvement than the traditional approach.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel WiFi fingerprinting
positioning approach by considering both user orientations
and carrying positions. Since the compass incurs large user
orientation estimation errors due to indoor magnetic pertur-
bations, we deploy RMPCA approach. For carrying position
recognition, we propose a robust Random Forest classifier
based on orientation invariant features, which may better
adapt the changing device orientations. Under both LOS
and NLOS environments, RSS patterns with different user
orientations and smartphone carrying positions are distinct
from one another. Therefore, the proposed WiFi finger-
printing approach may effectively avoid the radio mismatch
during pattern matching. Experimental results show that
compared with WiFi fingerprinting positioning approach

only considering user orientation estimation using a compass
and the approach considering neither user orientation nor
carrying position information, our approach decreases mean
positioning errors by 41.7% (1.15 m) and 46.7% (1.41 m),
respectively. In our future works, we will further integrate
pedestrian dead reckoning approach to improve the position-
ing performance.
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As the indispensable supplement of terrestrial communications, Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite network is the crucial part in
future space-terrestrial integrated networks because of its unique advantages. However, the effective and reliable routing for LEO
satellite network is an intractable task due to time-varying topology, frequent link handover, and imbalanced communication load.
An Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) based distributed routing (ELMDR) strategy was put forward in this paper. Considering
the traffic distribution density on the surface of the earth, ELMDR strategy makes routing decision based on traffic prediction.
For traffic prediction, ELM, which is a fast and efficient machine learning algorithm, is adopted to forecast the traffic at satellite
node. For the routing decision, mobile agents (MAs) are introduced to simultaneously and independently search for LEO satellite
network and determine routing information. Simulation results demonstrate that, in comparison to the conventional Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) algorithm, ELMDR not only sufficiently uses underutilized link, but also reduces delay.

1. Introduction

In last decade, with thewidespread applications of high-speed
mobile Internet and the rapid advances of space technologies,
satellite network has become the inseparable component of
global mobile communications. Because of global coverage,
satellite network canprovide reliable communication services
to the regions without terrestrial networks. Since Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) satellite has the relatively low orbit altitude, it has
the advantages of low transmission delay and link loss. The
invulnerability is another feature of LEO satellite network due
to the following reasons. On the one hand, the networking
of LEO satellites is more flexible. On the other hand, inter-
satellite links make the communication between satellites
independent of the terrestrial infrastructure. Therefore, LEO
satellite communications draw much attention of academia
and industrial world [1–4].

However, the global coverage of LEO satellite network
needs tens to hundreds of satellites because of the relatively
small coverage. Moreover, LEO satellite network has the

characteristics of short orbit period, highly dynamic topol-
ogy, and frequent link handovers. In addition, the advanced
physical-layer techniques oriented to the Fifth Generation
(5G) mobile communications greatly enhance the data trans-
mission rate leading to an explosive growth of network traffic
[5]. In such a LEO satellite network, how to design a reliable,
efficient, and robust routing strategy is the primary task to
guarantee reliable data transmission [6, 7].

Some routing strategies for LEO satellite network were
put forward at home and abroad.When it comes to early rout-
ing strategies, their focusmainly concentrates on connection-
oriented routing [8–10]. Due to their offline computation
resulting in the lagged routing information, theywere quickly
replaced by dynamic and non-connection-oriented routing
strategies [11]. Many strategies were proposed [12–14], which
mainly focus on the so-called logical address.These strategies
are ultimately converted into the problem of the shortest
path. However, the overload and congestion at satellite nodes
on the shortest path are not taken into account by the
strategies. To overcome the shortcoming, the balanced-load
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Figure 1: GDP density in the world.

and prediction based routing strategies draw researchers’
attention.

[15, 16] proposed the routing strategies combined with
load balancing. In [15], the authors hold that the overloaded
satellite node should be bypassed to relieve network con-
gestion. In [16], the authors utilize multiagent system and
physical-layer information tomake routing decision and then
convert load balancing into a multiobjective optimization
problem. However, the combination of multiagent, physical-
layer information and multiobjective optimization makes
the routing almost impractical for real-time services in
long-delay environment. Because prediction can provide
the information in the future, some references proposed
prediction based routing strategies. In [17], a time series
analysis based routing scheme was proposed. Though the
prediction method is simple, it suffers from low prediction
accuracy. In [18], a routing algorithmbased on load balancing
and congestion prediction was proposed, in which only the
congestion state is predicted, but it results in incomplete
routing information.

Considering dynamic network topology, the approaches
based onArtificial Intelligence (AI)were put forward [19–26].
Though some traditional Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
based strategies take Quality of Service (QoS) into consid-
eration, they are often time-consuming because of complex
training process. Another disadvantage is that they only
focus on current routing information without considering
the future state. At present, machine learning (ML) catches
the eyes of the academic world [27, 28] because it can
highly improve the performance of algorithms by learning
of experience. ML has already been applied to many fields.
Similar to traditional ANN, the training process of ML is
also time-consuming. The appearance of Extreme Learning
Machine (ELM) is a breakthrough to enhance training speed
[29]. A distributed routing strategy on the basis of ELM
is proposed in this paper. Firstly, ELM is used to predict

upcoming traffic load at satellite nodes. Then, mobile agents
(MAs) collect network information to make routing decision
using the predicted traffic load. Finally, according to the
routing decision, adjacent satellite nodes dynamically adjust
traffic load.

2. Traffic Distribution Density and
Its Quantification

The traffic distribution density (TDD) on the surface of the
earth has a nonnegligible impact on routing performance.
Traditionally, most routing strategies only react to the traffic
load of satellite node itself. In fact, if the TDD on the surface
of the earth below the satellite is considered, a proactive
routing decision can be taken in advance to enhance routing
performance. There are three factors to influence TDD on
the surface of the earth, including two natural factors and
one human factor. The first natural factor is the land-sea
distribution. Specifically, a satellite over the ocean is often in
the state of light load, while a satellite over a city is frequently
in the state of heavy load. Another natural factor is relevant
to the earth’s rotation. Obviously, the regions in day time
are heavier in traffic load than the regions in night time.
The human factor is often associated with economic level.
In general, the developed countries and regions are equipped
with the advanced infrastructure. Figure 1 presents the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) density in the world [30]. The
imbalance of the worldwide economic development brings
about the imbalanced development of telecommunications.
In general, the regions with dense population and developed
economics are abundant in terrestrial telecommunication
infrastructure.

Wedivide the surface of the earth into several grids, which
are quantified according to GDP density. As demonstrated in
Figure 2, we use the numbers from 1 to 10 as traffic index to
represent the TDD. Both longitude and latitude are divided
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Figure 2: Quantified grids of traffic distribution density on the surface of the earth.
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Figure 3: Quantified grids of traffic distribution density on the surface of the earth.

into 24 and 12 equal portions, respectively. Since the ocean
occupies 71.8% of the surface of the earth, the number 1
dominates vast areas in Figure 2. For the developed regions,
such as Scandinavia, West Europe, East Asia, and North
America, they are quantified with numbers from 8 to 10. For
the sake of intuition, Figure 3 presents the tridimensional
histogram of the quantified traffic density.

Huang et al. proposed ELM in his pioneering paper in
2004 [29, 31]. ELM is a special simple and single hidden
layer neural network, whose advantages include simplicity,
fast speed, and global optimization. Especially, its training
and testing processes are much faster than traditional ANNs.
Huang et al. also proved that the random selection of
node parameter of hidden layer highly reduces the network
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training time and ELM can realize universal function approx-
imation [32]. In this paper, the incremental ELM [32] is
used to predict upcoming traffic because it is not subject to
overfitting. Because LEO satellite runs on its orbit at high
speed, its traffic load changes with the location change of
subsatellite point. ELM is used to forecast the traffic for the
satellite over specific grids below subsatellite point.

3. ELMDR Strategy for LEO Satellite Network

In order to make routing decision, MA is used to collect and
exchange path information for LEO satellite network. MA
is the distributed and intelligent agent with mobility, which
can decide its movement behavior between nodes by itself
in a high-efficiency way. MA can be classified into forward
MA and backward MA. The former is generated and sent by
the source satellite node to explore path information, while
the latter is produced by the destination satellite node. Both
forwardMA and backwardMA have a maximum time to live
(TTL) which is defined as the hop limits of a MA. If their
hops exceed TTL, they are deemed to expire and destroyed
directly.The intention of setting TTL is partially to avoid loop
and lagging routing information. In addition, satellite node
would generate prediction agent to get traffic information to
revise a routing preference factor which is used to adjust the
traffic from adjacent satellite nodes.

In order to record and update routing information, a
data structure is maintained by each satellite node which is
comprised of the pheromone matrix 𝑇, data-routing table 𝑅,
delay model 𝐷, link queue model 𝐿, traffic prediction model𝑃, and local statistical model 𝑀. 𝑇 and 𝑅 are the functions
of a “distance vector”, which is not the ordinary concept of
distance but the probability representing the path condition.𝐷 stands for the expected delay between the current node
and each possible destination node. 𝐿 denotes local traffic
information. 𝑃 records the predicted traffic. Statistical model𝑀maintains the time related information.

The routing strategy of ELMDR is presented as follows.

(1) Behavior of Forward MA. For each interval Δ𝑡, forward
MA expressed as 𝐹𝑠→𝑑 is produced, which is responsible for
the collection of nonlocal routing information. 𝐹𝑠→𝑑 has the
same priority as the information data and accurately records
network state.The traversal time between arbitrary two nodes
and the identifiers of all nodes from 𝑠 to 𝑑 are recorded in a
privatememory𝐻.The next node is selected according to the
following rule:

𝑝𝑖,𝑗 =
{{{{{{{

1𝑀0 𝑞 < 𝑞1𝜏𝑖𝑗∑𝑗∈𝑀 𝜏𝑖𝑗 𝑞 ≥ 𝑞1, (1)

where 𝑝𝑖𝑗 is the probability to select the link(𝑖, 𝑗); 𝑀0
represents the node set adjacent to node 𝑖; and 𝜏𝑖𝑗 means the
pheromone on the link(𝑖, 𝑗).

Loop routing should be removed from forward MA and
an adjacent node is randomly selected as the next hop. If the
constraints of 𝑞 < 𝑞1 and 𝑞 ≥ 𝑞1 are not included in (1),

after a while, the probability of an optimal path selected based
on pheromone distribution would get close to 1 that means
path search approaches standstill. In other words, even if
the optimal path is congested, subsequent data packets are
still transferred along the path regardless of other potential
idle paths. Such a case is considered by (1). 𝑞 is a stochastic
number between 0 and 1, while 𝑞1 is a constant between 0 and
1. A smaller 𝑞1 can be empirically selected to stop the search
standstill. According to (1), forwardMA selects the next node
according to either the distribution of pheromone (i.e., when𝑞 ≥ 𝑞1) or random selection probability (i.e., when 𝑞 < 𝑞1).
As a result, though the probability to select the optimal path
is still high, it is not equal to 1. The use of a small proba-
bility 𝑞1 makes some forward MAs explore other potentially
optimal paths. When the originally optimal path is getting
bad, forward MA can quickly discover the newly optimal
path.

(2) Behavior of Backward MA. After forward MA 𝐹𝑠→𝑑 gets
to node 𝑑, it is automatically deleted. In the meantime,
the backward MA expressed as 𝐵𝑑→𝑠, which includes all
information collected by𝐹𝑠→𝑑, is generated by the destination
node 𝑑. 𝐵𝑑→𝑠 goes back to node 𝑠 along the same path passed
by forward MA but from 𝑑 to 𝑠. Carrying routing informa-
tion, backward MA can quickly return to node 𝑠 because of
its higher priority than information data. All intermediate
nodes update their routing tables according to the delay
information provided by backward MA. The update rules
are given below:

𝜏𝑖𝑗 (𝑡 + 1) = (1 − 𝜌) ⋅ 𝜏𝑖𝑗 (𝑡) + 𝑚∑
𝑏=1

Δ𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑗 (𝑡) + Δ𝜏𝑖𝑗 (𝑡)

Δ𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑗 (𝑡) = {{{
𝑃ℎ𝑑𝑏 link 𝐿 𝑖→𝑗 passed by 𝐵𝑑→𝑠
0 otherwise.

(2)

where 𝜌 is the evaporation factor of pheromone whose value
is between 0 and 1; the term of∑𝑚𝑏=1 Δ𝜏𝑏𝑖𝑗(𝑡) is the pheromone
increment on link(𝑖, 𝑗) taken by 𝐵𝑑→𝑠; 𝑃ℎ is the pheromone
brought by 𝐵𝑑→𝑠; 𝑑𝑏 is the latency on link(𝑖, 𝑗); and the termΔ𝜏𝑖𝑗(𝑡) stands for the pheromone increment given to the
agents to find the new optimal path. Specifically, when a new
optimal path is discovered, most agents still select the origi-
nally optimal path and leave their pheromone. By using the
pheromone increment, convergence speed of routing search
can be enhanced.

(3) Data Update. For each intermediate satellite passed by
node 𝑘, three actions are taken by backwardMA, including to
update 𝑀, evaluate the quality of path from node 𝑘 to node𝑑, and update local paths. Referring to the local traffic model𝑀𝑑, the path from node 𝑘 to node 𝑑 is assessed based on
traversal time 𝑇𝑘→𝑑. The smaller 𝑇𝑘→𝑑 is, the higher the path
weight is. Based on the weight, all paths which use 𝑑 as the
destination node and 𝑘 as the next hop are strengthened.

𝜇𝑑 is the mean of 𝑇𝑘→𝑑, while 𝜎2𝑑 is the variance of 𝑇𝑘→𝑑.𝑊𝑑 is the optimum traversal time of recent 𝑊 values of
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traversal time experienced by forwardMA.They are updated
according to the following:

𝜇𝑑 ← 𝜇𝑑 + 𝜂 (𝑇𝑘→𝑑 − 𝜇𝑑)
𝜎2𝑑 ← 𝜎2𝑑 + 𝜂 [(𝑇𝑘→𝑑 − 𝜇𝑑)2 − 𝜎2𝑑]
𝑊𝑑 = 𝑇𝑘→𝑑 (when 𝑇𝑘→𝑑 < 𝑊𝑑) ,

(3)

where 𝜂 is weight factor.
After updating 𝑀, the path passed by 𝐹𝑠→𝑑 is evaluated

according to the following expression:

𝑟 = 𝑐1 ( 𝑊𝑑𝑇𝑘→𝑑) + 𝑐2( 𝐼sup − 𝐼inf
(𝐼sup − 𝐼inf) + (𝑇𝑘→𝑑 − 𝐼inf)) . (4)

Here, 𝑟 is a preference factor. It represents the quality of
the path found by forward MA. The aim of evaluation is to
update pheromone table and routing table by the preference
factor. 𝐼sup and 𝐼inf are the estimations of the maximum
value and the minimum value of 𝜇𝑑. 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 stand for the
weighting factors. 𝑟 is revised according the predicted traffic.
In general, when satellite flies over the regionwith heavy/light
load, the potential node congestion/idleness is reported based
on the corresponding large/small traffic index. When the
predicted traffic is heavy, it means that satellite runs from the
region with light load to the region with heavy load. In this
case, the traffic sent to the satellite from its adjacent satellite
nodes is reduced by using the revised 𝑟. When the predicted
traffic is light, the traffic sent to the satellite from its adjacent
satellite nodes is increased by using the revised 𝑟. Thus, the
preference factor 𝑟 should be adjusted according to the traffic
model 𝑃.
(4) Prediction and Routing Update. Each satellite node main-
tains a data structure which records required information
including the local traffic. The training process for ELM in
each source node is started since source node sends data
and forward MA goes to destination node. When backward
MA returns to source node, a prediction agent is activated.
Factually, the training process has been in progress before the
activation.Thus, the required predicted traffic can be quickly
given by the predictionMA.The future state of satellite node,
the preference factor, and routing update are determined
according to the predicted traffic.

Let Δ𝑡 denote the prediction interval, �̂� denote the traffic
load forecast at the time 𝑡 + Δ𝑡, 𝑄 denote the queue size, 𝑞(𝑡)
denote the queue occupancy state at the time 𝑡, 𝐶 denote the
capacity of ISL,𝑑avg denote the packet length in average, and𝐵
denote the router buffer capacity, respectively. The following
metric named congestion indicator is defined to characterize
the load state of satellite node:

𝜉 (𝑡) = (𝑄 − 𝑞 (𝑡)) ⋅ 𝑑avg + 𝐶 ⋅ Δ𝑡 − �̂�
𝐵 . (5)

The revising factor 𝛾 is defined as

𝛾 = 11 + exp (−𝑎𝜉) . (6)

In (6), 𝑎 denotes the slope parameter. The routing update is
presented below:

𝜏𝑖𝑗 (𝑡 + 1) = (1 − 𝜌) 𝜏𝑖𝑗 (𝑡) + 𝛾 ⋅ [ 𝑚∑
𝑘=1

Δ𝜏𝑘𝑖𝑗 (𝑡) + Δ𝜏𝑖𝑗 (𝑡)] . (7)

(5) Link Handover Strategy. Since link handover in LEO
satellite network would have a negative impact on routing
performance, the corresponding routing strategy must adapt
to links’ disconnection and reconnection. In view of the
periodicity and predictability of satellite network topology,
the link states of disconnection and reconnection can be
calculated and stored in advance to facilitate the execution of
link handover strategy. In order to illustrate the link handover
strategy, we first specify the topology of LEO satellite net-
work. EitherWalker constellation or polar-orbit constellation
has the topological snap demonstrated in Figure 4, in which
the solid lines represent permanent intra-orbit link, while the
dashed lines stand for inter-orbit links.

As shown in Figure 4, we suppose that a link han-
dover happens to the inter-orbit link between LEO 101 and
LEO 201. The influenced satellites mainly are LEO 101 and
LEO 201, as well as their adjacent satellites. As illustrated in
Figure 4, the four links of LEO 101 which connect LEO 102,
LEO 201, LEO 111, and LEO 601 are numbered with 1, 2,
3, and 4, respectively. When the link between LEO 101 and
LEO 201 is disconnected, the probability in the routing table
of LEO 101 to send data packets to LEO 201 is proportionally
allocated to LEO 102, LEO 111, and LEO 601, respectively.
Likewise, LEO 201 takes the same action as LEO 101.We have
the following expression:

𝑝LEO 201,𝑑 = 0 ∀𝑑 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑑 ̸= LEO 101
𝑝𝑛,𝑑 = 𝑝𝑛,𝑑 + 𝑝𝑛,𝑑

∑|𝑁LEO 101|−1𝑛=1 𝑝𝑛,𝑑 ⋅ 𝑝LEO 201,𝑑
𝑛 ∈ 𝑁LEO 101, 𝑛 ̸= LEO 201,

(8)

where 𝑁LEO 101 is a collection including the satellite nodes
whose data packets are sent to LEO 101. |𝑁LEO 101| represents
the number of satellite nodes in the collection𝑁LEO 101.

When the link between LEO 101 and LEO 201 is recon-
nected, the probabilities of links numbered 1, 3, and 4 are
allocated to link 2 according to the following rule. Specifically,
the number of hops from LEO 101 to the destination node is
calculated. The smaller the number of hops is, the higher the
probability of link 2 is [33]. Correspondingly, LEO 201 takes
the action similar to LEO 101. Thus, we have

𝑝LEO 201,𝑑 = dist (LEO 201, 𝑑)
∑|𝑁LEO 101,𝑑|−1𝑛=1 dist (𝑛, 𝑑)

∀𝑑 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑑 ̸= LEO 101, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁LEO 101, 𝑛 ̸= LEO 201
𝑝𝑛,𝑑 = 𝑝𝑛,𝑑 ⋅ [1 − dist (LEO 201, 𝑑)

∑|𝑁LEO 101,𝑑|−1𝑛=1 dist (𝑛, 𝑑)]
∀𝑑 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑑 ̸= LEO 101, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁LEO 101, 𝑛 ̸= LEO 201,

(9)
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Figure 4: Typical topological snap of LEO satellite network.

where dist(𝑛, 𝑑) is used to calculate the number of hops on
link(𝑛, 𝑑).

When link disconnection happens, routing table can fast-
track it according to (8) because neitherMAsnor data packets
will be forwarded over the disconnected link. Considering
the frequent link handover in LEO satellite network, if the
routing strategy is always behind the change of network state,
routing performance is bound to be affected. Fortunately,
the periodicity and predictability of LEO satellite network
topology make the real-time tracking of link handover
possible.

(6) Main Flow of ELMDR Strategy.Themain flow of ELMDR
strategy is listed in Algorithm 1, which illustrates the process
of routing establishment, update, and revision.

4. Simulation Results and Discussions

The performance of ELMDR is dependent on the accu-
racy of traffic prediction method to a large extent. In
order to validate the prediction effect of ELM, we select
the Internet data trace which is available on the website:
http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/index.html. There are many data traces
last updated on April 9, 2008, on the website. We use the
trace of BC-pAug89 which started from 11:25 to 12:17 (about

3143 s) on August 29, 1989. 1,000,000 packets are included in
the trace. As IP packets to a given destination in the modern
Internet backbone present high self-similarity [34], there are
no accurate models to predict Internet traffic [35]. We select
one percent of the trace to train ELM. Because of traffic
similarity, the data segment can be selected arbitrarily in the
trace. We select the data in the first 5 s as the testing data. In
view of the randomness of the time that a packet arrived at
measurement hardware, we count the bytes in each interval
of 0.04 s from the first to the 2140th packet captured (about
5 s). We implement the traffic prediction by using ELM based
onMALTAB.The real traffic and the predicted traffic by ELM
are compared and demonstrated in Figure 5. It is obvious that
ELM can follow the change of real traffic only with minor
errors. When real traffic sharply increases or decreases, the
predicted traffic is often slightly below or above real traffic
because of both the high similarity and the passiveness of
prediction algorithm. Overall, ELM is competent for traffic
prediction in the proposed routing strategy.

To verify the proposed routing strategy, the Iridium
satellite system with the topology depicted in Figure 4 is used
as the simulation scenario.The following parameters are used
in our simulations: 𝑎 = 1, 𝜌 = 0.75, 𝑞1 = 0.2, 𝑐1 = 0.7, and 𝑐2 =0.3; the bandwidth of ISL is 10Mbps.The simulation scenario
is presented in Figure 6. We suppose Gateway 1 and Gateway

http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/index.html
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begin
initialize routing table and data structure
(A) satellite node generates and sends forward MA
(B) select the next node according to (1)
(C) handover judgement according to (8) and (9)
(D) if loop avoidance == true

go to step (E)
else

go to step (B)
(E) record delay at intermediate node
(F) forward MA arrives at destination node
(G) destination node generates and sends backward MA
(H) backward MA returns to source node
(I) handover judgement according to (8) and (9)
(J) update routing table according to (2) and data structure according to (3)
(K) prediction MA is activated to predict traffic at satellite node
(L) revise routing table according to (4)–(7)

End

Algorithm 1: Main flow of ELMDR strategy.
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Figure 5: Real traffic and predicted traffic.

2 are connected to LAN1 and LAN2, respectively. LAN1
sends data to LAN2 10 s later. All scenario parameters are
implemented on OPNET. The Ant Colony Optimization
algorithm abbreviated as ACO [36] and proposed ELMDR
are compared.

Figures 7 and 8 present the link utilization performance
of ACO and ELMDR. When LAN1 starts sending data to
LAN2, the optimal path from LEO 301 to LEO 401 for
both ACO and ELMDR is utilized with the similar link
utilization. However, ACO only selects one optimal path,
while ELMDR offloads a part of traffic to the suboptimal path
from LEO 301 to LEO 302. In simulation, the training time
and the testing time are less than 0.1 s. As shown in Figure 8,
though the activation of prediction MA and the training
and testing process need time, the discovery of suboptimal
path for ELMDR is still earlier than ACO mainly because

ELMDR can avoid path search falling into standstill and find
suboptimal path promptly. Therefore, the discovery of paths
from LEO 301 to LEO 302 and from LEO 301 to LEO 311 for
ELMDR is earlier than ACO. It should be noted that the link
utilization of the path from LEO 301 to LEO 201 for both
ELMDR andACO is zero, because the path is neither selected
by ELMDR nor selected by ACO.

Figure 9 presents the queuing delay of LEO 301 in the
case of link handover. Compared with ACO, as shown in
Figure 9, the queuing delay for ELMDR caused by link
handover changes slightly mainly because ELMDR can fast
update routing table and follow the change of link state. Since
the links from satellite LEO 301 to satellite LEO 302 and from
satellite LEO 301 to satellite LEO 311 are utilized, a part of
data packets avoids being sent to the originally congested
node LEO 301. Though the distance between source node
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Figure 6: LEO satellite network scenario.
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Figure 7: Link utilization of ACO.

and destination node would increase, the queuing delay for
LEO 301 is highly decreased.

Figures 10 and 11 present packet loss ratio (PLR) and
average packet delay of ACO and ELMDR, respectively. In
Figure 10, when sending rate is relatively low, both ACO
and ELMDR provide almost the same PLR. However, when
sending rate is high, ELMDR takes a slight lead. Because
traffic prediction is adopted by ELMDR, data is diverted to
suboptimal path. As a result, the packet losses due to timeout
over congested link are decreased. Figure 11 demonstrates
that ELMDR has slightly higher average delay than ACO.
Though the paths from LEO 301 to LEO 302 and from
LEO 301 to LEO 311 would increase the communication
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Figure 8: Link utilization of ELMDR.

distance between source node and destination node, the
sacrifice in average delay is affordable considering the lower
link handover delay, PLR, and higher link utilization.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a distributed routing strategy based onmachine
learning for Low Earth Orbit satellite network is put forward.
The traffic load on the ground is analyzed and quantified, and
then Extreme Learning Machine is adopted to forecast the
traffic load of satellite node. The proposed routing is realized
based on distributed mobile agents, which can search for,
collect, update, and revise routing information. Prediction
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mobile agents revise routing by a preference factor so that
congestion can be avoided. The additional link handover
strategy ensures that traffic load can be diverted to the
appropriate satellite nodes according to the probability in
the case of link disconnection or reconnection. Simulation
results demonstrate that, compared with ACO, the proposed
ELMDR provides suboptimal path in the case of link han-
dover and has low packet loss ratio and handover delay at the
cost of slighter average delay.
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Applications on Location Based Services (LBSs) have driven the increasing demand for indoor localization technology. The
conventional location fingerprinting based localization involves heavy time and labor cost for database construction, while the
well-known Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) technique requires assistant motion sensors as well as complicated
data fusion algorithms. To solve the above problems, a new pedestrian motion learning based indoor Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN) localization approach is proposed in this paper to achieve satisfactory LBS without the demand for location calibration
or motion sensors. First of all, the concept of pedestrian motion learning is adopted to construct users’ motion paths in the target
environment. Second, based on the timestamp relation of the collected Received Signal Strength (RSS) sequences, the RSS segments
are constructed to obtain the signal clusterswith the newly defined high-dimensional linear distance.Third, the PageRank algorithm
is performed to establish the hotspot mapping relations between the physical and signal spaces which are then used to localize the
target. Finally, the experimental results show that the proposed approach can effectively estimate the target’s locations and analyze
users’ motion preference in indoor environment.

1. Introduction

For well over a decade, the rapid development of wireless
communication technology has driven the increasing
demand for the Location Based Services (LBSs) [1–3].
Because of the complicated indoor building structure and
multipath effect, the performance of the outdoor positioning
systems such as Global Positioning will dramatically deterio-
rate in indoor environment. Meanwhile, with the wide de-
ployment of Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) infra-
structure, WLAN has become one of the priorities for indoor
positioning [4].

Due to the easily accessible WLAN Received Signal
Strength (RSS), the location fingerprinting based WLAN in-
door localization systems [5, 6] have been widely researched.
These systems generally contain two phases, namely, offline
and online phases. In offline phase, the RSS data from the
hearable Access Points (APs) at each precalibrated Reference
Point (RP) are collected to construct fingerprint database.
Then, in online phase, the newly collected RSS data are

matched against fingerprint database to obtain the target
location estimate [7]. However, because of the heavy time
and labor cost for fingerprint database construction, this
technology cannot be widely spread especially in the large-
scale environment.

To mitigate the cost of fingerprint database construc-
tion, the calibration-free indoor localization approaches have
been intensively studied. By integrating the RSS data with
motion sensor information, the Simultaneous Localization
andMapping (SLAM) technique [8] is proposed to effectively
reduce the overhead of fingerprints calibration. Based on the
specially designed sniffers, the authors in [9] conduct the
dynamic radio map of target indoor environment to perform
localization. In [10], the RSS measurements are fused with
the odometric data from the foot-mounted Inertial Mea-
surements Units (IMU) to conduct pedestrian navigation,
and the odometry based Bayesian inference theory used
for localization is analyzed in [11]. In all, the SLAM based
localization techniques need additional motion sensors [12],
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed approach.

as well as the sophisticated algorithms for feature extraction
and data fusion [13].

Different from these approaches, a new pedestrian
motion learning based indoor WLAN localization approach
is proposed in this paper, which has no demands for fin-
gerprints calibration or assistant motion sensors. In general,
there are four contributions of this paper as follows.

(1) Indoor user’s behavior model construction by pedes-
trian motion learning: with the statistical observa-
tion of users’ motion patterns, a heuristic pedestrian
motion learning approach is performed to construct
users’ walking paths in indoor environment.

(2) RSS data collection without fingerprints calibration:
different from the location fingerprinting or SLAM
based approaches, the RSS data in our approach
are collected based on the motion behavior model
corresponding to the users’ daily routines in the target
area.

(3) Signal clustering on RSS segments: based on the
timestamp relations of the collected RSS sequences,
the RSS segments which reflect users’ continuous
movement are constructed to obtain the signal clus-
ters with newly defined high-dimensional linear dis-
tance.

(4) Comprehensivemotion behavior analysis: the activity
frequency of each physical subarea and the related
transfer frequency between different physical subar-
eas exhibit the users’ movement preference in the
target environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the proposed approach in detail. Then, Section 3
illustrates the experimental results. Finally, Section 4 con-
cludes the paper and gives some future directions.

2. System Description

The proposed approach contains two main modules, namely,
the context-aware sensing module and the motion explo-
ration module as shown in Figure 1.

In the process of context-aware sensing, we first construct
the floor map of target environment and then adopt the
pedestrian motion learning to establish the users’ motion

⑩

⑥

⑤ ④ ③

⑧⑨ ②

①

⑦

Lifts
Staircase
Washrooms

Non-target area

57.03 Ｇ

19.91Ｇ

Figure 2: Division of target environment.

behaviormodel. After that, according to the transfer relations
between different physical subareas which are associated with
users’ motion paths, the physical logic graph is constructed.
Meanwhile, the RSS segments are constructed by mapping
the raw RSS data into two-dimensional plane, and the density
based spatial clustering is adopted tomerge the RSS segments
with respect to the similar motion behavior together. Then,
with the transfer relations between different signal clusters,
the signal logic graph is constructed. After the construction
of logic graphs, PageRank algorithm [15] is performed to
establish hotspot mapping relations between the physical and
signal spaces.

Then, in the process of motion exploration, the new RSS
data collected by users is compared with each signal cluster,
and the physical subarea mapped to the most similar one
is selected as the area that the user most likely belongs to.
In addition, based on the area-level localization results, the
users’ motion behavior in the target environment is analyzed.

2.1. Floor Map Construction. By considering the functional
differentiation of different physical subareas in floor map,
we divide the target environment into 𝑁area (= 10) physical
subareas as shown in Figure 2. In this figure, subarea #1 is the
doorway to the lifts and a staircase, subareas #2, #3, and #4 are
the corridors to the office rooms, subarea #5 is the doorway to
the washrooms and another staircase, and the other subareas
are the office rooms.
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Figure 3: Transformed image of floor map.

The objects in target environment mainly involve the
walls, doors, and furniture. Among them, the furniture is the
most favored target at which the users much probably arrive.
When the user arrives at a piece of furniture like the table,
chair, bookcase, and drinking fountain, he/she will normally
stay for a while.Thus, we define the physical area around each
piece of furniture as Interested Area (IA), and meanwhile the
users’ motion paths are much likely to be the paths between
different IAs. For example, the path from a chair to a drinking
fountain indicates that the user has planned to get somewater
during the work time.

To simulate the users’ motion paths in target environ-
ment, we transform the floormap into an imagewith the pixel
width equalling 𝑤𝑝 (= 0.3m) in Figure 3, where the notation
“[∙]” represents the integer operation. In this case, the
motion paths simulation is equivalent to the determination
of the pixels reflecting the users’ motion behavior in target
environment.

2.2. Pedestrian Motion Learning. By using the pedestrian
motion learning, we construct the motion paths in the
transformed image of floor map. Then, according to the
statistical observation, there are three typical types of users’
motion behavior as follows.

(i) Themotion paths from the staircases and lifts to office
rooms.

(ii) The motion paths between different IAs.
(iii) The motion paths from office rooms to staircase or

staircases and lifts.

Meanwhile, based on our previous A∗ algorithm based
motion path simulation approach [16], we define the cost
function with respect to the walking distance from start to
end points as

𝐹 (𝑡, 𝑖) = 𝐺 (𝑡, 𝑖) + 𝐻 (𝑡, 𝑖) , (1)

where 𝐺(𝑡, 𝑖) is the distance from the starting pixel to current
one 𝑖 at moment 𝑡, which is the distance estimation of the
passed path. In this paper, the Euclidean distance is adopted
to estimate this type of distance since it is in accordance with
users’ habit of measuring the path he/she has passed. 𝐻(𝑡, 𝑖)
is the distance from the current to ending pixels, which is
measured by Manhattan distance by considering that the
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Figure 4: Walking distance cost updating.

ending pixel is non-line-of-sight (NLOS) to the user in most
cases.

At each moment, the defined walking distance cost of
each motion path is iteratively updated. Specifically, on each
motion path, when the current pixel 𝑖 is obtained (in the
first iteration, the current pixel is randomly selected from
the starting IA which is determined by the related motion
behavior), the walking distance cost with respect to the eight
adjacent pixels of 𝑖, 𝑃𝑖𝑗, can be represented by

𝐹 (𝑡, 𝑃𝑖𝑗) = 𝐺 (𝑡, 𝑖) + 𝐷 (𝑖, 𝑃𝑖𝑗) + 𝐻(𝑡, 𝑃𝑖𝑗) , (2)

where 𝐷(𝑖, 𝑃𝑖𝑗) is the Euclidean distance between the current
pixel 𝑖 and its adjacent one. Then, the accessible adjacent
pixel with the smallest walking distance cost is selected as
the next pixel 𝑖 (or the current pixel at the next moment𝑡 + 1). We continue this process until the current pixel
falls into the ending IA which is determined by the related
motion behavior. Following this heuristic learning way, each
motion path of pedestrians in target environment, which is
constituted by a series of consecutive pixels, can be obtained.
Figure 4 gives an example of walking distance cost updating
in the process of one motion path construction.

In addition, in order to incorporate the randomness
property into motion paths construction, a small proportion
of accessible pixels are randomly converted into inaccessible
ones, which will block the users’ motion paths in target
environment.The pseudocode of pedestrian motion learning
is shown in Algorithm 1.

Figure 5 shows an example of two different generated
motion paths starting from the same staircase to a table, from
which we can find that the randomness property results in
different constructed motion paths even if the starting and
ending pixels are the same.

Finally, according to the transfer relations of motion
paths between different physical subareas, the physical logic
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Input: Starting and ending pixels, 𝐴 and 𝐵
Output: Motion path from 𝐴 to 𝐵
(1) Set starting pixel as 𝐴 = (𝑥𝐴, 𝑦𝐴); // Starting pixel
(2) Set ending pixel as 𝐵 = (𝑥𝐵, 𝑦𝐵); // Ending pixel
(3) A certain proportion of accessible pixels are converted into inaccessible ones;
(4) Add 𝐴 into Possible Path Location (PPL) set;
(5) Initialize Existing Path Location (EPL) as an empty set;
(6) 𝑖 ← 𝐴; // Current pixel
(7) while 𝑖 is not equal to 𝐵 do
(8) for (each adjacent pixel around 𝑖, 𝑃𝑖𝑗) // Pixel traversal
(9) if 𝑃𝑖𝑗 is an inaccessible pixel then
(10) Continue;
(11) else if 𝑃𝑖𝑗 belongs to EPL set then
(12) Continue;
(13) else if 𝑃𝑖𝑗 is neither in EPL set nor in PPL set then
(14) Add 𝑃𝑖𝑗 into PPL set;
(15) Set 𝑖 as the father pixel of 𝑃𝑖𝑗;
(16) Calculate the Euclidean distance from 𝑃𝑖𝑗 to 𝐴, 𝐺𝑖𝑗;
(17) Calculate the Manhattan distance from 𝑃𝑖𝑗 to 𝐵,𝐻𝑖𝑗;
(18) Set 𝐹𝑖𝑗 = 𝐺𝑖𝑗 + 𝐻𝑖𝑗;
(19) else if 𝑃𝑖𝑗 belongs to PPL set then
(20) Calculate the distance from 𝑖 to 𝑃𝑖𝑗,𝐷𝑖𝑗;
(21) 𝐺𝑖𝑗 ← 𝐺𝑖 + 𝐷𝑖𝑗;
(22) If 𝐺𝑖𝑗 < 𝐺𝑖𝑗 then
(23) 𝐺𝑖𝑗 ← 𝐺𝑖𝑗;
(24) 𝐹𝑖𝑗 ← 𝐺𝑖𝑗 + 𝐻𝑖𝑗;
(25) Set 𝑖 as the father pixel of 𝑃𝑖𝑗;
(26) end if
(27) end if
(28) end for
(29) Add 𝑖 into EPL set;
(30) Remove 𝑖 from PPL set;
(31) Update 𝑖 with the pixel with the smallest value 𝐹𝑖𝑗 in PPL set;
(32) end while
(33) 𝑁𝑡 = 𝐵; // Initialize traversal pixel
(34) Add 𝐵 into set Trace as the 1st pixel;
(35) 𝑘 ← 2;
(36) while𝑁𝑡 is not equal to 𝐴
(37) Add the father pixel of𝑁𝑡 into Trace as 𝑘-th pixel;
(38) 𝑘 ← 𝑘 + 1;
(39) 𝑁𝑡 ← Father pixel of𝑁𝑡;
(40) end while
(41) Consecutively connect the pixels in Trace as the constructed motion path.

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of pedestrian motion learning.

Converted inaccessible pixels
Motion path 1

(a) Motion path #1

Converted inaccessible pixels
Motion path 2

(b) Motion path #2

Figure 5: Construction of two motion paths with the same starting and ending locations.
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graph can be constructed, where a transfer between any
two adjacent physical subareas is counted only if there is a
pair of consecutive pixels located into these two subareas,
respectively.

2.3. RSS Segments Construction and Clustering. Based on
the pedestrian motion learning, some specific pixels on
each motion path are labeled with the consideration of
the statistical result corresponding to pedestrians’ motion
velocities [17]. At the same time, the RSS data at each labeled
pixel is calculated from the COST231 model [18, 19] which
has a good compromise among the computation complexity,
system flexibility, and practicability.The set of RSS data at the
labeled pixels on the 𝑖th motion path forms the RSS sequence
collected on the 𝑖th motion path, RSS𝑖 = {rss𝑖1, . . . , rss𝑖𝑚𝑖},
where rss𝑖𝑗 (𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑚𝑖) is the RSS data at the 𝑗th labeled
pixel on the 𝑖th motion path and𝑚𝑖 is the number of labeled
pixels on the 𝑖th motion path, and rss𝑖𝑗 is the RSS value from
the 𝑙th (𝑙 = 1, . . . , 𝑁AP) AP which is calculated by

rss𝑖𝑗𝑙 = rss0 − 10𝛽 log( 𝑑𝑙𝑑0) − 𝑛0 − 𝑃𝑎, (3)

where𝑁AP is the number of APs, 𝑑𝑙 is the Euclidean distance
between the target and 𝑙th AP, 𝑑0 is the reference distance
which is usually set as 1m, rss0 is the RSS at reference
location, 𝛽 is attenuation exponent, 𝑛0 is Gaussian noise, and𝑃𝑎 = 𝑃wall

𝑎 + 𝑃body
𝑎 is the attenuation caused by walls and

pedestrian’s body between the target and 𝑙th AP, where 𝑃wall
𝑎

and 𝑃body
𝑎 (= 9.32 dB) stand for the attenuation factors with

respect to the walls and human body, respectively, which are
obtained from [20].

After the RSS sequences are generated, the RSS seg-
ments are constructed with the timestamp relations of RSS
sequences. In concrete terms, the RSS segments are con-
structed as segrss

𝑖𝑗 = [rss𝑖𝑗, rss𝑖(𝑗+1)], in which each RSS data
is viewed as a vertex and the connection between every
two consecutive RSS data is viewed as an edge in the 𝑁AP-
dimensional space. To measure the similarity between two
RSS segments, segrss

𝑖𝑗 = [rss𝑖𝑗, rss𝑖(𝑗+1)] and segrss
𝑝𝑞 = [rss𝑝𝑞,

rss𝑝(𝑞+1)], we define a new 𝑁AP-dimensional linear distance
as

𝑑𝑖𝑗−𝑝𝑞seg = ∑
𝑙1,𝑙2∈{1,...,𝑁AP};𝑙1 ̸=𝑙2

𝑑𝑙1𝑙2⊥ + 𝑑𝑙1𝑙2‖ + 𝑑𝑙1𝑙2𝜃 , (4)

where 𝑑𝑙1𝑙2⊥ , 𝑑𝑙1𝑙2‖ , and 𝑑𝑙1𝑙2𝜃 are the normalized values of the ver-
tical distance 𝑑𝑙1𝑙2⊥ , parallel distance 𝑑𝑙1𝑙2

‖
, and angle distances

𝑑𝑙1𝑙2
𝜃

between seg𝑙1𝑙2𝑖𝑗 = [(rss𝑖𝑗𝑙1 , rss𝑖𝑗𝑙2), (rss𝑖(𝑗+1)𝑙1 , rss𝑖(𝑗+1)𝑙2)]
and seg𝑙1𝑙2𝑝𝑞 = [(rss𝑝𝑞𝑙1 , rss𝑝𝑞𝑙2), (rss𝑝(𝑞+1)𝑙1 , rss𝑝(𝑞+1)𝑙2)], which
are the mapping data of segrss

𝑖𝑗 and segrss
𝑝𝑞 in the 2-dimensional

space with respect to the 𝑙1-th and 𝑙2-th APs. To be clearer,
the geometric definition of 𝑑𝑙1𝑙2⊥ , 𝑑𝑙1𝑙2

‖
, and 𝑑𝑙1𝑙2

𝜃
is shown

in Figure 6. As can be seen from this figure, the smaller𝑁AP-dimensional distance reflects the higher similarity of the
RSS segments.

Based on the definition of 𝑁AP-dimensional linear dis-
tance, the density based spatial clustering is conducted to
merge the RSS linear segments corresponding to the similar
motion patterns together. The pseudocode of density based
spatial clustering is shown in Algorithm 2.

Finally, similar to physical logic graph, the RSS logic
graph is constructed by selecting the RSS clusters and the
corresponding transfer relations between them as the vertices
and edges, respectively, where a transfer between any twoRSS
clusters is counted if and only if there is a pair of consecutive
RSS segments falling into these two RSS clusters, respectively.

2.4. Hotspot Mapping between Physical and Signal Spaces.
With the PageRank algorithm [15], a PageRank (PR) value is
distributed to each physical subarea and RSS cluster, and then
the hotspot mapping is performed between the physical and
signal spaces. To achieve this goal, we first count the transfer
number between every two adjacent physical subareas, 𝐴𝜂
and 𝐴 𝑙, as 𝑇𝐴𝜂𝑙 (𝜂, 𝑙 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁area}; 𝜂 ̸= 𝑙), where 𝑁area is
the number of physical subareas, and calculate the transfer
probability, 𝑃𝐴𝜂→𝑙, as

𝑃𝐴𝜂→𝑙 = 𝑇𝐴𝜂𝑙
∑𝑁area
𝑘=1

𝑇𝐴
𝜂𝑘

(5)

When the appearance probability of the pedestrian in𝐴𝜂
at the moment 𝑡 is 𝑃𝐴𝑡 (𝐴𝜂), the appearance probability in 𝐴 𝑙
at the moment 𝑡 + 1, 𝑃𝐴𝑡+1(𝐴 𝑙) can be estimated by

𝑃𝐴𝑡+1 (𝐴 𝑙) =
𝑁area∑
𝜂=1

𝑃𝐴𝑡 (𝐴𝜂) 𝑃𝐴𝜂→𝑙 (6)
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Input: RSS segments
Output: Signal clusters
(1) 𝑚 = 1; // Initialize the number of RSS clusters
(2) for (each RSS segment segrss

𝑖𝑗 ) do // Data traversal
(3) Calculate the𝑁AP-dimensional linear distance between segrss

𝑖𝑗 and each of the rest RSS segments;
(4) Save the RSS segments with the𝑁AP-dimensional linear distance smaller than a given threshold, 𝑒, into set C𝑖𝑗;
(5) if (the number of elements in C𝑖𝑗 is not smaller than a given threshold, Min) then
(6) continue;
(7) else
(8) for (each RSS segment in C𝑖𝑗, segrss

𝑝𝑞) do // Data traversal
(9) if (the number of RSS segments in C𝑝𝑞 is not smaller than the thresholdMin) then
(10) Merge C𝑝𝑞 into C𝑖𝑗;
(11) else
(12) continue;
(13) end if
(14) end for
(15) Set C𝑖𝑗 as the𝑚-th signal cluster;
(16) 𝑚 ← 𝑚 + 1;
(17) end if
(18) end for

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of spatial clustering.

As a special case, when a user is located in 𝐴𝜂 at the
moment 𝑡, he/she may enter an anonymous physical subarea
at the next moment. In this case, we assume that the user
is equally likely to appear in every physical subarea at the
moment 𝑡 + 1, such that

𝑃𝐴𝑡+1 (𝐴 𝑙) = 1𝑁area
(7)

Then, considering the movement trend of pedestrians
in the target environment, the transfer relations between
different physical subareas are obtained as follows [21]:

P𝐴𝑡+1 = Q𝐴P
𝐴
𝑡 , (8)

where

P𝐴𝑡 = [𝑃𝐴𝑡 (1) , . . . , 𝑃𝐴𝑡 (𝑁area)]T ,

P𝐴0 = [[[
[

1𝑁area
, . . . , 1𝑁area⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
𝑁area in total

]]]
]

T

,

Q𝐴 = 𝜃(P𝐴 + esT𝑁area
) + (1 − 𝜃) eeT𝑁area

,

(9)

and 𝜃 ∈ [0, 1] is the proportion of users satisfying the transfer
relations in (6), e = [ 1, . . . , 1⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

𝑁area in total
]T,P𝐴 is a𝑁area×𝑁area matrix, in

which 𝑃𝐴𝜂→𝑙 is the element on the 𝜂th row and the 𝑙th column,
and s = [𝑠1, . . . , 𝑠𝑁area

]T, in which the 𝜂th element satisfies

𝑠𝜂 = {{{{{
1, If

𝑁area∑
𝑙=1

𝑇𝐴𝜂𝑙 = 0
0, Otherwise

(10)

After that, the set of the PR values of physical subareas, P𝐴hot,
is obtained as

P𝐴hot = lim
𝑡𝑧→∞

P𝐴𝑡𝑧 = [𝑃𝐴 (1) , . . . , 𝑃𝐴 (𝑁area)]T (11)

Similarly, in RSS logic graph, based on the transfer
relations between different RSS clusters, we calculate the
transfer frequency from the RSS clusters C𝜂 to C𝑙 as

𝑃𝐶𝜂→𝑙 = 𝑇𝐶𝜂𝑙
∑𝑁cluster
𝑘=1

𝑇𝐶
𝜂𝑘

, (12)

where 𝑇𝐶𝜂𝑙 is the transfer number from C𝜂 to C𝑙 and𝑁cluster is
the number of RSS clusters. Then, the set of the PR values of
RSS clusters is obtained as

P𝐶hot = lim
𝑡𝑧→∞

P𝐶𝑡𝑧 = [𝑃𝐶 (1) , . . . , 𝑃𝐶 (𝑁cluster)]T (13)

Finally, we construct the sets of the ranked PR values
of physical subareas and RSS clusters as P𝐴Rank and P𝐶Rank,
respectively, in (13).

P𝐴Rank = [𝑃𝐴Rank (1) , . . . , 𝑃𝐴Rank (𝑁area)]T
P𝐶Rank = [𝑃𝐶Rank (1) , . . . , 𝑃𝐶Rank (𝑁cluster)]T ,

(14)

where 𝑃𝐴Rank(1) ≥ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≥ 𝑃𝐴Rank(𝑁area) and 𝑃𝐶Rank(1) ≥⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≥ 𝑃𝐶Rank(𝑁cluster). Then, the RSS clusters are mapped
into the physical subareas with same order of PR values. By
considering that𝑁cluster is generally larger than𝑁area, the RSS
clusters having no physical subarea to be mapped into are
discarded in the process of hotspot mapping.

2.5. Localization and Behavior Analysis. In online phase, for
each RSS data rssnew𝑗 = [rssnew𝑗1 , . . . , rssnew𝑗𝑁AP

] in the newly
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(a) From staircase or lift to office rooms (b) Between different IAs

(c) From office rooms to staircase or lift (d) All day

Figure 7: Motion paths construction.

collected RSS sequence, we calculate its confidence proba-
bility to each RSS cluster as

𝑝𝜂𝑗 =
𝑁AP∏
𝑙=1

𝑝𝜂
𝑙𝑗
, (15)

where 𝑝𝜂
𝑙𝑗
(𝜂 = 1, . . . , 𝑁cluster) is the confidence probability

of the 𝜂th RSS cluster with respect to rssnew𝑗 from the 𝑙th
AP.Then, based on the established hotspot mapping relations
between physical and signal spaces, the physical subarea
corresponding to the RSS cluster with the highest confidence
probability is chosen as the areawhere rssnew𝑗 ismost probably
to be collected.

After that, according to the area-level localization results,
we can analyze users’ motion behavior in the target environ-
ment by calculating the activity frequency in each physical
subarea, 𝐹𝐴𝜂 , and the transfer probability between adjacent
physical subareas,𝑀𝐴𝜂→𝑙, as follows:

𝐹𝐴𝜂 = 𝑁loc
𝜂

∑𝑁area
𝑘=1

𝑁loc
𝑘

, (16)

where𝑁loc
𝜂 is the number of the RSS data which are localized

in the physical subarea 𝐴𝑘 in the newly collected RSS
sequence.

𝑀𝐴𝜂→𝑙 = 𝑇𝐴𝜂𝑙
∑𝑁area
𝑘=1

𝑇𝐴
𝜂𝑘

, (17)

where 𝑇𝐴𝜂𝑙 is the number of the pairs of consecutive RSS
data which are localized in the physical subareas 𝐴𝜂 and 𝐴 𝑙,
respectively, in the newly collected RSS sequence.

5 4 3

8

6

10 9 7 2 1

Physical subarea ID
Connection between physical subareas

Figure 8: Physical logic graph.

3. Experimental Results

3.1. Result of Pedestrian Motion Learning. As shown in
Figure 2, the target environment is divided into 10 physical
subareas, notated as #1, . . ., and #10. Then, based on the
heuristic pedestrian motion learning approach, we define
20% pixels as the inaccessible ones and construct 300 motion
paths in the transformed image of floor map. The result
of simulated motion paths under different types of users’
motion behavior is shown in Figure 7, where the pixels in
darker color indicate the corresponding locations with higher
appearance probabilities. As can be seen from this figure,
300 motion paths are capable of effectively describing the
pedestrians’movement trend in the target environment. After
that, according to the transfer relations of motion paths
between different physical subareas in Figure 2, we construct
the physical logic graph in Figure 8.
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Sampled location
Inaccessible pixel Motion path 1
AP

(a) Motion velocity v = 2.3446m/s

Sampled location
Inaccessible pixel Motion path 2
AP

(b) Motion velocity v = 0.8502m/s

Figure 9: Sampled pixels on two motion paths with different motion velocity.
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Figure 10: Probability of correct indoor mapping with different
thresholds.

3.2. Result of Hotspot Mappings. According to the analysis of
users’ motion velocities [17], some specific pixels are labeled
on each motion to calculate the RSS data from the placed
APs as shown in Figure 9. This figure gives the result of
pixel sampling under different motion velocities on the two
constructed motion paths which are with the same starting
and ending pixels.

Then, Figure 10 compares the probability of mapping
the RSS data into the physical subareas which they actually
belong to, namely, probability of correct indoor mapping.
Since the defined𝑁AP-dimensional linear distance in formula
(4) is sum of the normalized values of different distance
measurements, the distance threshold 𝑒 may be negative. As
shown in Figure 10, the highest probability of correct indoor
mapping is obtained when the thresholds 𝑒 andMin are set as−4.7192 and 40, respectively.

After obtaining the optimal thresholds corresponding to
the highest probability of correct indoor mapping, we con-
struct the signal logic graph in Figure 11. In our experiment,

Connection between signal clusters
Signal cluster ID

3

4

82 9

10

6

1

5

7

Figure 11: Signal logic graph.

Table 1: Comparison between different approaches.

Approach Fingerprints calibration Time complexity
[12] No demand 𝑂(𝑛)
[13] No demand 𝑂(𝑛 × log(𝑛))
[14] Low calibration cost 𝑂(𝑛3)
Proposed No demand 𝑂(𝑛 × log(𝑛))

the proportion of the users satisfying the transfer relations in
formula (6), 𝜃, which is much larger than that of other users,
is set as 90%. Based on this, the hotspot mapping between the
physical and signal spaces is established in Figure 12.

3.3. Result of Localization and Behavior Analysis. To examine
the localization performance of the proposed approach, we
collect some calibrated RSS sequences in the consecutive one,
two, and three physical subareas, respectively. Figure 13 shows
the probabilities of locating the new RSS data into its actually
belonging subarea which is defined as correct localization,
as well as probabilities into its adjacent subareas which
is defined as adjacently correct localization. In addition,
combining with Table 1, we can find that compared with
[12–14], the proposed approach can generally achieve higher
localization accuracywith lower time complexity andwithout
the demand for fingerprints calibration.
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Figure 12: Hotspot mapping between physical and signal spaces.
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Figure 13: Localization result of different approaches.

Based on the area-level localization result, the users’
motion behavior can be preliminarily analyzed by calculating
the activity frequency in each subarea and the transfer
probability between different physical subareas as shown in
Figure 14. In this figure, the activity frequency in physical
subarea #4 is much higher than the one in other subareas,
which can be interpreted by the reason that #4 is with much
larger PR value as illustrated in Figure 11. As a special case, the
physical activity frequency is very low.This result is due to the
fact that the similar RSS distributions in the physical subareas
#1 and #2 increase the probability of mapping the RSS data in
#2 into its adjacent physical subarea #1 by mistake.

At the same time, with the transfer probability between
different physical subareas, we can further explore some
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Figure 14: Motion behavior of users in the target environment.

users’ motion preference in the target environment. As an
example, when a user is located in the physical subarea #4,
we can predict that he/she is most likely to move to subarea
#3with the confidence probability equalling 0.54. In addition,
the nonzero transfer probability between the nonadjacent
physical subareas (labeled with red dotted arrows) (i.e., #3→ #9 and #3 → #1 with the confidence probability 0.44 and
0.03, respectively) indicates that these nonadjacent physical
subareas are with the similar RSS distributions.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new pedestrian motion learning
based indoorWLAN localization approach without the assis-
tance of location fingerprinting or motion sensor. Combined
with the pedestrian motion learning, density based spatial
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clustering on RSS segments, and hotspot mapping strategy,
we construct the hotspot mapping between the physical and
signal spaces to estimate the target’s location. In addition,
the area-level localization result is utilized to explore the
motion preference of pedestrians in indoor environment.
In the future, we will pay more attention to the effective
way of subareas division to enhance the hotspot mapping
performance as well as reduce the wrong transfer probability
between the nonadjacent physical subareas.
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A multilayer learning network assisted with frequency offset cancellation is proposed for modulation classification in satellite to
ground link. Carrier frequency offset greatly reduces modulation classification performance. It is necessary to cancel frequency
offset before modulation classification. Frequency offset cancellation weights are established through multilayer learning network
based on MSE criterion. Then the weight and hidden layer of multilayer learning network are also established for modulation
classification. The hidden layers and weight are trained and tuned to combat the interference introduced by frequency offset.
Compared with current modulation classification algorithm, the proposed multilayer learning network greatly improves the
Probability of Correct Classification (PCC). It has been proven that the proposed multilayer learning network assisted with
frequency offset has higher performance for modulation classification within the same training sequence.

1. Introduction

Satellite to ground link adopts different modulation technol-
ogy to satisfy different requirement. With rapid development
of communication technology, modulation classification for
satellite communication becomes an important research
topic in signal recognition, especially in lager frequency offset
environment [1–3].

Doppler frequency offset exists between users and satel-
lite, and it greatly damages the link performance and espe-
cially affects modulation classification. As satellite is moving
at high speed, frequency offsets are also changing. This pro-
cess requires that modulation classification should overcome
frequency offsets within larger SNR dynamic range. So it is
very important to adopt frequency offset cancellationmethod
for modulation classification.

In early research work, the literatures were researching
on cancellation algorithms for frequency offsets, which were
estimated at receivers and then sent back to respective trans-
mitter. But this is not suitable for long-distance transmission
in satellite to ground link. Reference [4] analyzed single
user in earliest frequency offset cancellation algorithm. Least

squares (LS) andminimummean-square error (MMSE) were
applied in [5]. LS method required frequency offset, while
MMSE algorithm required noise powers as well. Reference
[6] proposed an iterative cancellation for canceling frequency
offset interference, which should need large complex iter-
ations. Huang gave frequency offsets cancellation method
using circular convolution in [7], which should need rela-
tively large complexity.

Reference [8] proposed an alternative method in time-
domain method for frequency offset compensation, but the
precision was not very satisfactory. Reference [9] proposed
a joint iterative detection algorithm, which should require
ICI matrix inversion in each iteration. In [10], successive
interference cancellation (SIC) algorithm was proposed to
cancel frequency offset interference. The interference was
cancelled by reconstructing signals. SIC algorithmdepending
on power order was proposed in [11]. Reference [12] gave SIC
algorithm based on the signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) order. Reference [13] proposed an iterative
parallel interference canceller (PIC) solution. Based on this,
selective parallel interference cancellation (SPIC) algorithm
was presented in [14] but had a significant implementation
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complexity. Based on signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)
analyzing, a parallel interference canceller for mitigation of
interference due to CFOs was presented in [15].

Modulation classification for communication signal in
satellite link is the multivariate pattern classification problem
with multiple unknown parameters. Modulation classifica-
tion algorithms should extract the feature from sampling
signal. These algorithms can be classified into the following
5 types.

Type 1 Histogram Features. In 1984, Liedtke et al. proposed
a pattern recognition method to classify digital modulated
signals. Liedtke et al. used amplitude histogram, frequency
histogram, and phase histogram as characteristic parameters.
Too many feature dimensions lead to lager computational
complexity. However, reducing feature dimensions would
affect the ability of different modulation classification with
similar distribution functions.

Type 2 Statistical Cumulant Features. In view of the larger
number of histogram features, literature [16] proposed a
sixth-order cumulants feature in order to improve the per-
formance.However, the sixth-order cumulants algorithmwas
only based on the energy model, which was not effective
for frequency offset. In [17–19], cyclic high-order cumulants
were obtained for modulation classification, and the per-
formance in the Gaussian white noise channel was given.
But the performance in large frequency offset status was not
considered. References [20, 21] used high-order cumulant
feature formodulation classification.These feature extraction
operations were relatively easy to obtain. However, computa-
tional complexity for higher-order cumulants was improved.
As modulation classification algorithms obtained features
based on cumulants, classification performance within larger
frequency offset was not in consideration.

Asoke K. Nandi and EEAzzouz et al. used the statistical
features of instantaneous envelope, phase, and frequency
of signal data and applied decision theory for modulation
classification [22, 23]. A similar algorithm was proposed by
Chan and Gadbois. According to the features of the signal
envelope, the ratio of the signal envelope variance to the
signal mean square was used as the decision criterion [24].
Louis used digital signals such as 2FSK, 4FSK, 8FSK, OQPSK,
MSK, BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK, 16QAM, 64QAM, and other
digital signals based on instantaneous frequency, phase, and
amplitude [17]. Swami adopted normalized cumulative power
of the symbol-synchronous sampling sequence to classify
QAM, PSK, ASK, and other signals [20]. In 2001, Wong and
Nandi [25] used statistical cumulant and spectral features in
classification.

Type 3 Transformation Feature Criterion. Cumulant features
for satellite signal are only to identify several commonmodu-
lations. In addition to directly using the statistical parameters
and the histogram as a classification feature, the signal can
be transformed into other feature spaces and the satellite
data analysis can be accomplished by using the feature
parameters in the new feature space. With the development
of signal processing theory, the signal could be transformed

into various forms. Wavelet transformation feature for mod-
ulation classification was proposed in [26]. Haar wavelet
feature transform had better antinoise features than the
high-order cumulants. But it had weak anti-frequency offset
features. In [27], modulation classification algorithm based
on cycle spectrum features was proposed. Based on extending
this algorithm, modulation classification algorithm based on
bispectrum feature was used to classify MPSK signal in [28].
In [29], wavelet packet was proposed, whichwas decomposed
by the wavelet packet. The partial decomposition vector of
the average energy was obtained. Then average energy was
arranged in a certain order to construct classification feature.
In [30], MFSK and MPSK are classified through wavelet
transform, and better PCC was obtained when the SNR
was greater than 6 dB. In [31], an automatic classification
algorithm based on spectral analysis was proposed, which
used the statistical characteristics assisted with maximum
likelihood estimator.

Type 4 Bayesian Classification Criterion. A classical method
for modulation classification is the maximum likelihood
method. Modulation classification is obtained through max-
imum likelihood function. In [32], MPSK signal based on
phase maximum likelihood function was proposed. In [33],
a joint likelihood function using amplitude and phase was
proposed within larger SNR, and it was on the premise that
the amplitude and phase were assumed to be independent.
In [34], classification for MFSK signal was discussed. After
averaging the unknown parameters in the average likelihood
function, the integral expression of zero-order modified
Bessel function was obtained. The high-order correlation
analysis based on Bessel function was derived formodulation
classification. In literature [35], a generalized likelihood ratio
function for classification framework was proposed, which
firstly expanded the power for the likelihood ratio function
and then made the expected average processing for the
unknown parameters and then formed the classification
statistics based on higher correlation order.

The advantage of transformation domain theory for
modulation classification is theoretically guaranteeing that
the result is optimal under Bayesian cost criterion. The clas-
sification performance curve can be obtained by theoretical
analysis. The likelihood ratio performance can be used as
a theoretical upper limitation. Of course, the maximum
likelihood algorithm also has limitations and shortcomings.
Firstly, compared to the modulation classification method,
it requires more a priori knowledge, such as the form of
the distribution function including the mean, variance, and
signal-to-noise ratio. Secondly, the existence of unknown
parameters results in the complex calculation, which is also
difficult for real-time processing.

In order to cancel frequency offset, the eigenvalue is
very limited to suppress the noise based on Bayesian classi-
fication criterion. Current methods such as feature extrac-
tion, classification, and regression can be used as shallow
structure algorithms. These methods are limited to complex
functions in finite samples and computational units, and their
generalization ability is restricted to complex classification
problems.
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Figure 1: Satellite beam enters the target ground station antenna range.

Type 5Multilayer Neural Network. With improvement of arti-
ficial intelligence, researchers introduced multilayer neural
network algorithms for modulation classification. Multilayer
learning could represent the input data distribution by learn-
ing amultilayer nonlinear network structure and implement-
ing complex function approximation.Themultilayer learning
motivation lies in the establishment of a neural network,
which could simulate the human brain for signal analysis and
mimic human brain mechanisms to interpret the data.

Multilayer learning algorithms obtain data features by
building models with multiple hidden layers to improve
classification or prediction accuracy. Multilayer learning
algorithm is different from the traditional shallow learning
structure; the difference in multilayer learning lies in the
following: (1) emphasizing the depth of the model structure
usually with many hidden nodes and (2) the importance of
feature learning being clearly highlighted. By layer-by-layer
feature transformation, the feature of data in the original
space is transformed into a new feature space to make
classification or prediction easier. Comparedwith themethod
of constructing data featuresmanually, the use of data to learn
features can better express intrinsic information. Identifica-
tion part needs to determine the appropriate decision rules
and classifier structure.

Common classifiers include tree structure classifiers [36,
37], neural network classifiers [38, 39], and support vector
machine classifiers [40, 41]. The tree structure classifier used
a multilevel classifier structure, each structure according
to one or more of the characteristic parameters. Neu-
ral network classifier uses different structures of artificial
neural network for a variety of ways to achieve training
and testing. SVM classifier inputs feature vector into high-
dimensional space and constructs the optimal classification
in the high-dimensional space to achieve data classification.
In [42], a classifier based on tree structure was adopted.
The multilevel tree classifier structure is based on one or
more feature parameters. In [43], a multilayer clustering
algorithm is used for modulation classification. In [44], 𝐾-
nearest neighbor algorithm classifier was used to identify
modulation mode. Literature [45] used the distance distri-
bution function to optimize and obtain better classification
performance. However, this algorithm did not give analy-
sis in larger frequency offset. In [46], an improved KNN
multilayer learning architecture was proposed to classify
modulation. However, this algorithm was applicable for
Gaussian white noise channel environment, and the per-
formance of the algorithm was limited for larger frequency
offset.

2. System Model and Problem Formulation

2.1. Satellite to Ground LinkModel. Due to high-speedmove-
ment of the satellite, the satellite to ground link is established
between station and satellite. In this process, it is necessary to
accurately calculate the constellation. The process has been
shown in Figure 1. In this process, frequency offset of the
satellite to ground link is changing, so it is necessary to
accurately cancel the interference of frequency offset before
modulation classification.

We establish the satellite to ground link communication
model. Ossanna has firstly proposed the probability statistical
model of satellite to ground link in 1964 [47]. The principle
is based on the reflection wave interference, so the angle of
reflection is limited. It is fuzzy to use this satellite ground
to link model to describe the rural and urban areas. Clarke
proposed in 1968 statistical model [48] based on the principle
of scattering signal strength, but the model needed to assume
that the incidentwave formationwas the same, so the applica-
tion of the model was limited. After the 70s, according to the
measured data in Canada, Loo proposed a statistical model
based on [49]. If the shadow fading follows the Nakagami
distribution, the Abdi star fading model is formed [50]. So,
it is common for satellite to use probability density function,
such as Rician model, Loo model, and Rician-Lognormal
model. The scene for the satellite to ground communication
system is mainly urban environment, and most of signal
transmission has direct path.

2.2. Signal Processing Model. The 𝑛th received frame can be
written as

𝑥 (𝑛) = 𝑑 (𝑛) ∗ ℎ (𝑛) , 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁, (1)

where ℎ(𝑛) represents channel impulse response at instant 𝑛.
At the receiver, frequency offset is induced into the baseband
signal due to Doppler frequency and the clock oscillator
misalignment between the satellite and user. The baseband
signal could be given as

𝑠 (𝑛) = 𝑥 (𝑛) 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝜉/𝑁 + 𝑧 (𝑛) , 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁, (2)

where 𝜉 denotes frequency offset (FO) normalized by the
subcarrier spacing and 𝑧(𝑛) is the additive white Gaussian
noise with zero mean and 𝜎2 variance.

As shown in Figure 2, the multipath fading satellite com-
munication signal should pass through the downconversion
sampling block. Signal-to-noise ratio should be estimated
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Figure 2: Signal processing block diagram in satellite to ground communication link.

firstly, and then signal enters into the frequency offset and
modulation classification block based on multilayer learning
network. After the corresponding demodulation and decod-
ing, the information can be adopted finally.

3. Multilayer Learning Network for
Modulation Classification Assisted with
Frequency Offset Cancellation

3.1. Motivation of Multilayer Learning Network. The opti-
mization goal of modulation classification for satellite com-
munication signal with frequency offset is the minimum
mean square (MSE) between the received signal 𝑟(𝑛) with
carrier frequency offset and the expected output signal, which
could be expressed as min ‖𝑟(𝑛) − 𝑠(𝑛)‖2.

This equation implicates that the optimization cost func-
tion exhibits a strong nonlinear behavior. So it is hard to solve
the problem with linear method. Reference [16] also involved
a nonlinear regression problem that is also hard to solve.
Therefore, in the present work, a nonlinear weight solution
method based on multilayer learning network is proposed to
solve the nonlinearity problem.

Due to carrier frequency offset interference existing, it
seriously influences modulation classification for satellite
communication signal. In accordance with the signal pro-
cessing flow, the proposed multilayer learning network is
divided into two parts as shown in Figure 3. The first part is
carrier frequency offset cancellation module, and the second
part is modulation classification module. Carrier frequency
offset module can greatly improve the probability of correct
classification for the modulation classification.

Multilayer neural network mechanism for frequency
offset interference and modulation mode classification are
trained separately.

Due to the formation principle of frequency offset
interference in satellite communication system, the required
multilayer neural network mechanism for frequency offset
interference and modulation mode classification are differ-
ent. And the weights required by the frequency offset inter-
ference cancellation neural network and modulation mode
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Tuning

Tuning
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Figure 3: Signal processing flow of multilayer learning network for
modulation classification of assisted frequency offset cancellation.

classification neural network are greatly different. Therefore,
two cascaded neural networks are separately trained and
reversely tuned with the same training sequence being used.

3.2. Framework for Communication Signals. Before intro-
ducing the multilayer learning network, the framework for
communication signal is defined below. Figure 4 shows
the defined typical framework, which includes the training
symbols and data symbols. The training symbols are known
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by both the transmitter and the receiver, which are also
considered as reference symbols. In other words, every train-
ing symbol is already known by the receiver. The multilayer
learning network can be trainedwith convergence by training
symbols, and the trained network with the optimal weight
can be used for frequency offset cancellation andmodulation
classification.

4. Multilayer Learning Network for Frequency
Offset Cancellation

4.1. Processing Flow for Carrier Frequency Offset Cancellation.
It is effective to obtain optimum weights of multilayer
learning network through iterative training symbols. Figure 5
is obtained by 𝑠(𝑛) passing through the two-layer learning
network with weight 𝑤(𝑛), where 𝑠1(𝑛) represents the input
signal for the first layer learning network and 𝑠2(𝑛) represents
the input signal for the second layer network. Here, we
use two layers for frequency offset cancellation. For current
analysis, more layers are not able to obviously improve the
performance. The relevant theoretical analysis will be given
later. 𝑁 is defined as the length of symbols for input. 𝐿 is
defined as the training symbols, which can be known by
the transmitter and the receiver. After multilayer learning
networks are trained adaptively through these symbols,
weights will converge. In practice, 𝐿 ≪ 𝑁.

4.2. First Layer for Carrier Frequency Offset Cancellation. We
define cost function as

𝐽 (𝑛) = 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

‖𝑠 (𝑛) − 𝑟 (𝑛)‖2 + 𝜆𝑛 ⋅ ‖𝑤 (𝑛)‖2 , (3)

where 𝜆 is exponential weighting factor and is defined as
a positive constant value less than unit. 𝑤1(𝑛) represents
the weight for the first layer learning network and 𝑤2(𝑛)
represents the weight for the second layer network. 𝑟1(𝑛)
represents the output for the first layer network and 𝑟2(𝑛)
represents the output for the second layer network.

We further could obtain through the first layer

𝐽 (𝑛) = 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑠1 (𝑛) − 𝑤∗1 (𝑛) ⋅ 𝑠1 (𝑛)2 + 𝜆𝑛 ⋅ 𝑤1 (𝑛)2 . (4)

Optimization goals for weight 𝑤 can be expressed as

𝑤∗ = argmin
𝑤∈𝐶𝑛×𝑘

𝐽 (𝑛) . (5)
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Figure 5: Signal processing flow of multilayer learning network for
frequency offset cancellation.

𝑒1(𝑛) is defined as the reverse tuning error for the first
layer, which is between the 𝑛th reference symbol and 𝑛th
received symbol. We could obtain

𝑒1 (𝑛) = 𝑟1 (𝑛) − 𝑤∗1 (𝑛) 𝑠1 (𝑛) . (6)

The gradient vector for cost function with respect to 𝑤1(𝑛)
can be derived as 𝜕𝐽 (𝑛)𝜕𝑤1 (𝑛) = 0. (7)

After some simple mathematic manipulation, we could
obtain

𝑤1 (𝑛) = [ 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑠1 (𝑛) 𝑠∗1 (𝑛) + 𝜆𝑛𝐼]
−1

⋅ [ 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑠1 (𝑛) 𝑠∗1 (𝑛)] .
(8)

Define

𝐻(𝑛) = 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑠1 (𝑛) 𝑠∗1 (𝑛) + 𝜆𝑛𝐼. (9)

Note that (9) may be rewritten into the iterative form:

𝐻(𝑛) = [𝑁−1∑
𝑛=1

𝑠1 (𝑛) 𝑠∗1 (𝑛) + 𝜆𝑛−1𝐼] + 𝑠1 (𝑛) 𝑠∗1 (𝑛) ,
𝐻 (𝑛) = 𝜆𝐻 (𝑛 − 1) + 𝑠1 (𝑛) 𝑠∗1 (𝑛) .

(10)

We could also obtain 𝑤1(𝑛) in iterative form:

𝑤1 (𝑛 + 1) = 𝑤1 (𝑛) + 𝐻−1 (𝑛) 𝑠1 (𝑛) 𝑒∗1 (𝑛) . (11)

Substituting 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝜉𝑛/𝑁 into (6), we finally get
𝑒1 (𝑛) = 𝑠1 (𝑛) − 𝑟1 (𝑛)

= 𝑠1 (𝑛) − 𝑠1 (𝑛) ⋅ 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝜉𝑛/𝑁 ⋅ 𝑤∗ (𝑛)
= 𝑠1 (𝑛) ⋅ [1 − 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝜉𝑛/𝑁 ⋅ 𝑤∗ (𝑛)] ,

(12)
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where

𝑠1 (𝑛) 𝑒∗ (𝑛) = 𝐶 ⋅ [𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝜉/𝑁 − 𝑤1 (𝑛)] ,
𝐶 = 𝑠 (𝑛) ⋅ 𝑠∗ (𝑛) , 𝑛 > 1

𝐻−11 (𝑛) = [
𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑠1 (𝑛) 𝑠∗1 (𝑛) + 𝜆𝑛𝐼]
−1

= [ 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑠1 (𝑛) ⋅ 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝜉/𝑁𝑠∗1 (𝑛) ⋅ 𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝜉/𝑁 + 𝜆𝑛𝐼]
−1

= 𝐷.

(13)

After manipulation, we could obtain that 𝐶 is also a constant
value.

Updating 𝑤(𝑛), we obtain
𝑤1 (𝑛 + 1) = 𝑤1 (𝑛) + 𝐶𝑒∗ (𝑛) ⋅ 𝑠1 (𝑛)

= 𝑤1 (𝑛) + 𝐶𝐷 ⋅ [𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝜉/𝑁 − 𝑤1 (𝑛)]
= (1 − 𝐶𝐷)𝑤1 (𝑛) + 𝐶𝐷 ⋅ 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝜉/𝑁,

𝑤1 (𝑛) = (1 − 𝐶𝐷)𝑛 ⋅ 𝑤1 (0) + 𝐶𝐷 ⋅ (1 − 𝐶𝐷)𝑛−1
⋅ 𝑁−1∑
𝑛=1

(1 − 𝐶𝐷)−𝑛 ⋅ 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝜉/𝑁, 𝑛 > 0.

(14)

Taking the limit, we could obtain

𝑤∞ = lim
𝑛→∞

𝑤 (𝑛) = 𝐶𝐷
𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝜉/𝑁 − (1 − 𝐶𝐷)𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝜉/𝑁. (15)

After mathematical operation, the first layer output will be
obtained as

𝑟1 (𝑛) = 𝑤∗∞ ⋅ 𝑠1 (𝑛)
= 𝐶𝐷
𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝜉/𝑁 − (1 − 𝐶𝐷)𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝜉/𝑁 ⋅ 𝑥 (𝑛)
⋅ 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝜉/𝑁 = 𝐶𝐷

𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝜉/𝑁 − (1 − 𝐶𝐷) ⋅ 𝑠1 (𝑛)
= 𝑇 ⋅ 𝑥 (𝑛) ,

(16)

where

𝑇 = 𝐶𝐷
𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝜉/𝑁 − (1 − 𝐶𝐷) . (17)

From (17), we can obtain that the output has the product
of 𝑠1(𝑛) and 𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝜉/𝑁, and the input symbol 𝑠1(𝑛) can be
compensated with weights of multilayer learning network.
When 𝜉 ≪ 1, we could obtain that 𝑇 ≪ 1. So we have
that the interference induced by 𝐹 could be ignored. If the
frequency offset 𝜉 is so large, 𝐹 would induce the residual
frequency offset, which could also destroy the output signal𝑠2(𝑛). So we establish the second layer for residual frequency
offset cancellation.

𝜁 is defined as the residual interference, which is caused
by interference part𝑇. We could also get this result from con-
stellation simulation as shown in Figure 7. This disturbance
also causes the phase rotation of ideal signal, so signal passing
through the first layer could be expressed as

𝑠2 (𝑛) = 𝑥 (𝑛) ⋅ 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝜁/𝑁 + 𝑤 (𝑛) , (18)

where 𝜁 is the residual frequency offset; 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝜁/𝑁 could only
induce the phase rotation for 𝑠2(𝑛).
4.3. Second Layer for Carrier Residual Frequency Offset Can-
cellation. The second layer for signal processing is similar to
the first layer.

Updating 𝑤2(𝑘),
𝑤2 (𝑘 + 1) = 𝑤2 (𝑘) + 𝐵𝑒∗2 (𝑘) ⋅ 𝑌 (𝑘)

= 𝑤2 (𝑘) + 𝐵𝐶 ⋅ [𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝜁/𝑁 − 𝑤2 (𝑘)]
= (1 − 𝐵𝐶)𝑤2 (𝑘) + 𝐵𝐶 ⋅ 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝜁/𝑁,

(19)

where

𝐻−12 (𝑛) = [
𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑠2 (𝑛) 𝑠∗2 (𝑛) + 𝜆𝑛𝐼]
−1

= [ 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑠2 (𝑛) ⋅ 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝜉/𝑁𝑠∗2 (𝑛) ⋅ 𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝜉/𝑁 + 𝜆𝑛𝐼]
−1

= 𝐵.

(20)

After manipulation, we could obtain that 𝐵 is also a constant
value.

𝑤2 (𝑛) = (1 − 𝐵𝐶)𝑛 ⋅ 𝑊 (0) + 𝐵𝐶 ⋅ (1 − 𝐵𝐶)𝑛−1

⋅ 𝑁−1∑
𝑛=0

(1 − 𝐵𝐶)−𝑛 ⋅ 𝑒
𝑗2𝜋𝜁𝑁 , 𝑛 ≥ 0. (21)

Taking the limit, we will obtain

𝑤2 = lim
𝑛→∞

𝑤 (𝑛) = 𝐵𝐶1 − (1 − 𝐵𝐶)𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝜁/𝑁 = 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝜁/𝑁. (22)

At the high SNR, the noise can be ignored; the output signal
will be

𝑟 (𝑛) = 𝑤∗2 ⋅ 𝑠2 (𝑛) = 𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝜁/𝑁 ⋅ 𝑥 (𝑛) ⋅ 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝜁/𝑁 = 𝑥 (𝑛) . (23)

From (23), we can obtain that the output has the product
of 𝑠2(𝑛) and 𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝜁/𝑁; we could get the signal 𝑥(𝑛) with
non-frequency offset. We therefore conclude that the symbol𝑠2(𝑛)with residual frequency offset can be compensated with
second layer of multilayer learning network completely.

The performance for frequency offset cancellation of
multilayer learning network could be obtained by the con-
stellation simulation. Consider that SNR is 20 dB and the
number of subcarriers is set as 256. Figure 6 gives out the
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Figure 6: Signal constellation with frequency offset 𝜉 = 0.3.
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Figure 7: Signal constellation after cancellation with first layer of
multilayer learning network, with frequency offset 𝜉 = 0.3.

constellation of base band signal with the frequency offset𝜉 = 0.3. Figure 7 presents the constellation after the first
layer scheme cancellation. Figure 8 presents the constellation
after the second layer scheme cancellation. As obtained from
these figures, the first layer scheme may cancel the frequency
offset completely when frequency offset value is smaller. But,
for a larger frequency offset value, there also exists residual
frequency offset. After the second layer, scheme may cancel
the frequency offset completely when frequency offset value
is larger.

5. Multilayer Learning Network for Frequency
Offset Cancellation

5.1. Multilayer Learning Network for Modulation Classifica-
tion. Define 𝑟 = [𝑟(1), 𝑟(2), . . . , 𝑟(𝑛)] as the prediction output
for the network. 𝑟(𝑛) is defined as the ideal output value for
the 𝑛th-order network.
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Figure 8: Signal constellation after cancellation with second layer of
multilayer learning network, with frequency offset 𝜉𝑖 = 0.3.

The output estimator value of the 𝑛th layer network can
be reconstructed with 𝑙th hidden layer unit and the weight𝑤;
the 𝑙th layer network can be expressed as

𝑟𝑙 (𝑛) = 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑛∑
𝑙=1

𝑤𝑙ℎ𝑙 (𝑛) , (24)

where 𝑤𝑙 is defined as the weight for the 𝑙th hidden layer.ℎ𝑙 exists as the 𝑙th hidden layer activation function, which
is obtained by the following activation function:

sig mod ℎ (𝑥) = 11 + 𝑒−𝑥. (25)

From the above, we can obtain that the output response
can be obtained through 𝑘 hidden layer unit, which can be
expressed as

𝑟𝑙 (𝑛) = 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑛∑
𝑙=1

𝑤𝑙ℎ𝑙 (𝑛) , 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁. (26)

Define {(𝑟(1), 𝑥(1)), (𝑟(2), 𝑥(2)), . . . , (𝑟(𝑛), 𝑥(𝑛))}, 𝑛 ≪ 𝑡,
as training, 𝑥(𝑛) is the ideal for the 𝑛th training unit, and 𝑟(𝑛)
is the target output of the 𝑛th training unit.

In order to improve prediction and classification effi-
ciency for the multilayer learning network, the expected
forecast direction is through 𝑘th hidden layer unit and 𝑙th
layer network training; signal output 𝑟(𝑛) error is𝐸𝑟 = ‖𝑟𝑙(𝑛)−𝑟𝑙(𝑛)‖2 → 0.

Multilayer network input sequence 𝑟(𝑛) is the multipath
fading signal. After the 𝑙th depth learning network training,
the 𝑙th hidden layer for unit ℎ(𝑛) can be expressed as

ℎ𝑙 (𝑛) = sig mod ((𝑟 (𝑛))) , 𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁 (27)
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and expanded as

𝐽 (𝑊) = 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑛∑
𝑙=1

(𝑟𝑙 (𝑛)) − (𝑟𝑙 (𝑛))2

= 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑛∑
𝑙=1

((𝑟𝑙 (𝑛)) − (𝑟𝑙 (𝑛))) ((𝑟𝑙 (𝑛)) − (𝑟𝑙 (𝑛))).
(28)

By substitution, we could obtain
𝐽 (𝑊)
= 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑛∑
𝑙=1

(𝑤𝑙ℎ (𝑛) − 𝑟𝑙 (𝑛))( 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝑤𝑙ℎ (𝑛) − (𝑟𝑙 (𝑛))). (29)

Obtaining 𝑤𝑙 for the gradient from the above equation,
we could obtain

𝜕𝐽 (𝑊)𝜕𝑤𝑙 = 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

ℎ (𝑛) [ 𝑛∑
𝑙=1

𝑤𝑙ℎ (𝑛) − (𝑟𝑙 (𝑛))] . (30)

Then the available is simplified:
𝑛∑
𝑙=1

𝑤𝑙 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

ℎ (𝑛) ℎ𝑙 (𝑡) = 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

(𝑟𝑙 (𝑛)) ℎ (𝑛) . (31)

The amplitude weights can be expressed as the above
formula and can be represented by the matrix, which can be
simplified:

𝑊 = 𝑀Ω−1, (32)
where

Ω𝑙 = 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

ℎ (𝑛) ℎ𝑙, 𝑙 = 1, . . . , 𝑛,
𝑀𝑙 = 𝑁∑

𝑛=1

ln 𝑟𝑙 (𝑛) ℎ (𝑛) , 𝑙 = 1, . . . , 𝑛.
(33)

5.2. Reverse Parameter Adjustment. A parametric model for
forward training networks {ℎ, 𝑤} should be adjusted as
reversed parameter. The energy model 𝑇 is used to obtain
the gradient for parameters {ℎ, 𝑤}. Through Contrastive
Divergence method, we can obtain

𝜕𝐽 (𝑤)𝜕𝑤𝑖𝑗 = ⟨𝑤⟩𝑝0 − ⟨𝑤⟩𝑝𝑀 ,
𝜕𝐽 (ℎ)𝜕ℎ𝑗 = ⟨ℎ𝑗⟩𝑝0 − ⟨ℎ𝑗⟩𝑝𝑀 ,

(34)

where ⟨⋅⟩𝑝0 indicates the expectation of the data distribution
and ⟨⋅⟩𝑝𝑀 indicates the input data after Gibbs sampling.

The parameters {ℎ, 𝑤} can be adjusted by the following
steps:

𝑤𝑝𝑙𝑘 = 𝑤𝑝0 + 𝜂𝜕𝐽 (𝑤
𝑝−1)

𝜕𝑤𝑝 ,
ℎ𝑝𝑙𝑘 = ℎ𝑝0 + 𝜂𝜕𝐽 (ℎ

𝑝−1)
𝜕ℎ𝑝

(35)

where 𝜂 is the learning rate.

6. Experimental Classification
Results and Analysis

Modulation mode commonly used in satellite communica-
tion,QPSK, 8PSK, andQAMare defined as the test sets.These
modulation signals are defined as the narrowband signals
with white Gaussian noise, which are modulated into the
signals with narrowband Gaussian white noise. Signal carrier
frequency is defined as 𝑓𝑐 = 1000 kHz, symbol rate is defined
as 𝑓𝑐 = 180 kHz, and sampling rate is defined as 𝑓𝑠 = 4𝑓𝑐 =
4000 kHz.

The digital signal modulation mode is generated by
random generator. Multilayer learning network is simulated
by Monte Carlo simulation for 20,000 tests. 𝜉max is the
maximum normalized frequency offset, which is defined as
the ratio between frequency offset and bandwidth.

Typical multipath model is established in Table 1. The
main channel adopts the Rice channel model. The second-
order model is Rayleigh channel model.

The measured results for urban environment were pro-
posed in [51]with signal carrier frequency of 1.82GHz. Table 1
shows the measured parameters of the urban environment,
rural environment, and suburban environment.

6.1. BER Performance versus SNR. Firstly, we simulate BER
versus SNR through frequency offset cancellation perfor-
mance. The bit-error-rates (BER) versus average SNR for𝜉max = 0.05 and 𝜉max = 0.15 are shown in Figures 9
and 10, respectively. The results with no frequency offset, no
compensation, MMSE equalization algorithm [3], iterative
algorithm proposed in [15], and the proposed compensation
method are presented. By investigating these figures, it is
clearly shown that no cancellation suffers from ICI and
has a high error floor. MMSE algorithm performs well,
since ICI and MUI can be removed. MMSE-SIC algorithm
performs better than MMSE algorithm as the effect of noise
enhancement can be significantly reduced. It is noticed
that the more precise frequency offset can be obtained by
the iterative algorithm at the cost of the complex iterative
computation and estimation. However, the two layers of
multilayer learning network exhibit the best performance.

6.2. PCC Performance versus SNR at Different Modulation.
Secondly, we simulate PCC performance versus SNR. Fig-
ure 11 shows the PCC of the multilayer learning network at
SNR from −5 dB to 20 dB. The frequency offset is defined
as 𝜉max = 0.05. Within the same training sequence for each
modulation mode, 2048 sampling points constitute a frame.
100 groups are set as training set; that is, 𝑁 = 100. The
remaining 1900 groups are test set. It can be seen from the
figure that when the SNR is greater than 0 dB, the PCC of
the multilayer learning network is above 93% for the above
modulation scheme. At SNR greater than 5 dB, the PCC is
more than 96%.Therefore, it is obtained from the simulation
that the proposed multilayer learning network assisted with
frequency offset cancellation has a better PCC for different
signal modulation types.
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Table 1: Channel model parameter in urban environment.

Tap Distribution
function Parameter Parameter

distribution
Numerical
value/dB

Time
delay/ns

1 LOS:Rician Rice factor 𝐾 5.3 0
nLOS:Rayleigh Average multipath power 2𝜎2𝑙 −12.1

2 Rayleigh Average multipath power 2𝜎2𝑙 −17.0 60
3 Rayleigh Average multipath power 2𝜎2𝑙 −18.3 100
4 Rayleigh Average multipath power 2𝜎2𝑙 −19.1 130
5 Rayleigh Average multipath power 2𝜎2𝑙 −22.1 250

No cancellation
MMSE algorithm in [3]
No frequency offset
Iterative algorithm in [15]
Multilayer learning network for cancellation
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Figure 9: BER curves under different average SNR, with frequency
offset 𝜉max = 0.05.

6.3. PCC Performance versus SNR at Different Training
Length. Figure 12 shows PCC of satellite to ground link
signal modulation pattern under different training lengths.
Under the different training sequence conditions for each
modulation mode, 2048 data frames constitute a group.
Frequency offset is defined as 𝜉max = 0.05. For classification
modulation within 2000 groups, we choose different lengths
of training data, 20 groups, 40 groups, and 60 groups for
training.

Through the above method, PCC of multilayer learning
network including BPSK, QPSK, and 8PSK modulation
signal are tested. It can be seen from Figure 7 that when
the training length is greater than 20 groups, the PCC
is above 93% for the above modulation mode. When it
is greater than 40 groups, the PCC is more than 96%.
Therefore, it is possible to know from the simulation that
the proposed multilayer learning network has a better PCC
for different types of signal modulation. The proposed
multilayer learning network has more profound signal fea-
tures.

18166 8 10 200 122 144
SNR

No cancellation
MMSE algorithm in [3]
No frequency offset
Iterative algorithm in [15]
Multilayer learning network for cancellation
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Figure 10: BER curves under different average SNR, with frequency
offset 𝜉max = 0.15.
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Figure 11: Probability of Correct Classification for the proposed
learning network based on different modulation.
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Figure 12: Probability of Correct Classification for the proposed
learning network based on different lengths of training sequences.

6.4. Probability of Correct Classification Simulation at Dif-
ferent SNR. Figure 13 shows the PCC of proposed multi-
layer learning network from −5 dB to 20 dB compared with
different algorithms proposed in [20, 26, 46]. Define the
same training sequence for each modulation mode. 2048
data points constitute a frame, and 1024 frames constitute
a group. For 2000 groups, 100 groups are training sets; that
is, 𝑁 = 100. The remaining 1900 groups are defined as
the test group. When SNR = 0 dB, PCC for communication
signal modulation mode of all algorithms is below 90%,
and the performance of the algorithm is affected by noise
interference.

When SNR = 5 dB, the performance of the algorithm
for PCC has increased. The SVM proposed in literature [26]
is based on the principle of wavelet packet decomposition
criterion, and the PCC performance is higher based on
making full use of the wavelet packet features. The PCC of
SVM increases rapidly. Therefore, SVM has better PCC in
Gaussian white noise. However, in case of frequency offset
status, the performance for wavelet packet decomposition
is constrained; thus the SVM algorithm does not show an
advantage. The modulation classification algorithm based
on sixth-order cumulants is proposed in literature [20]; the
performance is stable under different SNR conditions. This
is because the cumulants features are constrained by the
frequency offset status. With frequency offset increasing,
cumulants-based signal features are constrained. It can be
seen from the simulation results that the proposed algo-
rithm has high accuracy and stability under different SNR
conditions. Compared with the KNN algorithm proposed
in [46], the proposed multilayer learning has higher PCC
under the same SNR condition. This is because the proposed
multilayer learning network assisted frequency offset using
the multilayer network weights for signal reconstruction.

Proposed multilayer learning network
KNN network in [46]
SVM based on wavelet packet in [26]
Six-order cumulants in [20]
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Figure 13: Probability of Correct Classification simulation based on
different signal-to-noise ratio for different algorithms.

Table 2: Performance analysis of different algorithms.

SNR Proposed network SVM KNN network Cumulants
0 dB 0.43 0.31 0.34 0.23
5 dB 0.76 0.62 0.65 0.53
10 dB 0.96 0.76 0.82 0.69
15 dB 0.99 0.82 0.86 0.74
20 dB 0.995 0.85 0.89 0.78

When SNR is not less than 10 dB, the Probability of Correct
Classification can reach more than 95%.

Table 2 shows the PCC performance of proposed multi-
layer learning network from0dB to 20 dB, which is compared
with different algorithms proposed in [20, 26, 46].

Table 3 shows the measured parameters for the proposed
multilayer learning network, which is compared with differ-
ent algorithms proposed in [20, 26, 46].

6.5. Importance for Multilayer Learning Network with MSE
Guidelines. For the frequency offset interference cancellation
neural network, the interference is induced by the instanta-
neous linear exponential multiplicative interference, accord-
ing to relevant proofs given about formulations (15)–(17),
(19), (21), (22), and (23) in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

The MSE criterion can obtain the optimal interference
cancellation performance, and the multiplicative exponential
linear interference cancellation can be eliminated. Obtain-
ing few training samples according to MSE criterion, the
generated weight network can be trained and the optimal
interference cancellation performance can be obtained. So it
is effective for adopting the MSE criterion to establish the
neural network.

In order to prove the effectiveness of the MSE criterion,
Figure 14 shows PCC of satellite to ground link signal
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Table 3: Parameters analysis of different algorithms.

Method Proposed network SVM KNN network Cumulants
Parameters Nonlinear Nonlinear Nonlinear linear

Multilayer neural network assisted with MSE criterion
Multilayer neural network
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Figure 14: Modulation classification assisted with MSE criterion.

modulation classification assisted or not with MSE criterion.
For classification modulation within 2000 groups, we choose
200 groups for training. 2048 data frames constitute a group.
Frequency offset is defined as 𝜉max = 0.05.

Through the above method, PCC of deep learning net-
work including BPSK, QPSK, and 8PSK modulation signal
are tested. It can be seen fromFigure 13 that when the training
length is the same, the PCC is above 93% formodulation clas-
sification assisted with MSE criterion, which can obtain the
optimal interference cancellation performance. Therefore, it
is possible to know from the simulation that the proposed
deep learning network has a better PCC for different types
of signal modulation. Based on MSE criterion, the proposed
deep learning network has more profound signal features.

6.6. Overfitting Analysis of Multilayer Learning Assisted with
Frequency Offset Cancellation. For the characteristics of
satellite link communication signals, the influence of mod-
ulation mode classification is mainly due to the interference
of larger carrier frequency offset. If the frequency offset
interference is not eliminated, more training samples are
needed to ensure correct fitting. Due to the innovation of
the paper, carrier frequency offset interference cancellation is
performed with fewer samples assisted with MSE criterion;
thus it improves the accuracy of the modulation mode
classification.

Excluding related frequency offset interferences, the clas-
sification features are obtained based on the modulation
mode, and the model can be established by a small amount
of data to ensure the PCC and prevent overfitting of the data.

N = 200, with frequency offset cancellation
N = 100, with frequency offset cancellation
N = 200, with no cancellation
N = 100, with no cancellation
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Figure 15: PCC for signal modulation classification assisted with
frequency offset cancellation.

At the same time, we perform simulation with different
training samples. In the condition of frequency offset interfer-
ence, we could needmore training samples in order to ensure
a reasonable PCC. And it is the thesis that a small amount
of training samples is used to ensure the precancellation of
frequency offset interference that makes it possible to obtain
a higher classification recognition rate with fewer training
sequences.

In order to prove that the small training set can be
potentially overfit for the dataset, Figure 15 shows PCC
of satellite to ground link signal modulation classification
assisted or not with frequency offset cancellation. For classifi-
cationmodulation within 2000 groups, we choose 100 groups
and 200 groups for training. 2048 data frames constitute a
group. Frequency offset is defined as 𝜉max = 0.05.

Through the above method, PCC of deep learning net-
work including BPSK, QPSK, and 8PSK modulation signal
are tested. It can be seen fromFigure 12 that when the training
length is the small, the PCC is above 97% formodulation clas-
sification assisted with frequency offset cancellation, which
can obtain the ideal performance. Therefore, it is possible
to know from the simulation that the proposed multilayer
learning network has a better PCC for small training set.

7. Conclusion

A multilayer learning network assisted with frequency off-
set cancellation is proposed for modulation classification
in satellite to ground link. Larger carrier frequency offset
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greatly degrades the performance of modulation classifica-
tion. Firstly, we establish cancellation weights for frequency
offset through multilayer learning network. Secondly, we
establish the weights and hidden layers for modulation
classification through multilayer learning network. We also
train hidden layers and weight using positive fine-tuning to
cancel the interference introduced by frequency offset in the
satellite to ground link. Compared with current modulation
classification algorithm, the proposed multilayer learning
offset greatly improves the PCC. It has been proven that the
multilayer learning network model assisted with frequency
offset has higher performance for the satellite communication
signal classification within the same training sequence.
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The intercarrier interference (ICI) problem of cognitive radio (CR) is severe. In this paper, the machine learning algorithm is
used to obtain the optimal interference subcarriers of an unlicensed user (un-LU). Masking the optimal interference subcarriers
can suppress the ICI of CR. Moreover, the parallel ICI suppression algorithm is designed to improve the calculation speed and
meet the practical requirement of CR. Simulation results show that the data transmission rate threshold of un-LU can be set, the
data transmission quality of un-LU can be ensured, the ICI of a licensed user (LU) is suppressed, and the bit error rate (BER)
performance of LU is improved by implementing the parallel suppression algorithm. The ICI problem of CR is solved well by the
new machine learning algorithm. The computing performance of the algorithm is improved by designing a new parallel structure
and the communication performance of CR is enhanced.

1. Introduction

Cognitive radio (CR) technologies based on the dynamic
spectrum access concept can utilize temporarily idle spec-
trum resources [1, 2]. CR can improve the current tension
of spectrum resources and enhance wireless communication
performance [3]. Spectrum Pooling is a very effective spec-
trum utilization technology of CR. The licensed spectrum
of different businesses is merged into a public spectrum
pool by Spectrum Pooling [4]. Unlicensed users can utilize
the idle spectrum which is not occupied by licensed users
in Spectrum Pooling. Spectrum Pooling based on Orthog-
onal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has been
widely accepted [5]. However, the side lobe interference of
OFDM signal is the shortcoming of Spectrum Pooling based
on OFDM [6]. Spectrum Pooling based on Wavelet-Based
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (SP-WOFDM)
can not only obtain the same perfect performance of OFDM
but also configure subchannels flexibly and suppress Inter-
symbol Interference (ISI), pulse interference, and narrow

band interference more effectively. And it can realize multi-
rate signal transmission to meet the requirements of different
businesses and business quality more conveniently [7, 8].
Moreover, SP-WOFDM owns better bandwidth effectiveness
without side lobe interference because it does not need guard
interval and pilot.

In a multipath environment, the orthogonality of
WOFDM signal is lost so that Intersymbol Interference (ISI)
and Intercarrier Interference (ICI) occur [9, 10].Theperform-
ance of SP-WOFDMcan be destroyed by ICI and ISI.Masking
one or more un-LU’s subcarriers can mitigate the ICI of SP-
WOFDM. But it can sacrifice bandwidth in the rental system.
So, it is important to research the trade-off between reducing
the interference power andmaintaining the bandwidth of the
unlicensed system.The genetic algorithm (GA) is an efficient,
practical, and robust optimization technique. Its essence is
parallel, efficient, and global search methods. It can obtain
and accumulate the related knowledge of the search space
automatically and control the search process adaptively to get
the optimal solution. The GA has characteristics including
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operating on the encoding of the parameter, no deducing
and additional information, the uncertainty of optimization
rules, self-organization, self-adaption, and self-learning,
compared with the traditional optimal algorithms.

In the paper, GA for suppression ICI energy of SP-
WOFDM is proposed. The optimal interference subcarriers
for suppression ICI that the un-LU causes to the LU can
be obtained by a new algorithm. Moreover, the parallel ICI
suppression algorithm is designed to improve the calculation
speed of ICI suppression based on GA andmeet the practical
requirement of CR. The new algorithm does not only realize
the trade-off between reducing the interference power and
maintaining the bandwidth of the unlicensed system, but
also consider the calculation speed and practicability of the
algorithm.

The paper is organized as follows. The system model
and ICI energy of SP-WOFDM are provided in Section 2.
In Section 3, GA for ICI suppression is proposed. The
parallel ICI suppression algorithm is designed in Section 4.
The simulation results are described in Section 5. Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. The CR System Model

The SP-WOFDM with an ICI suppression unit is shown in
Figure 1. The modulated signal 𝑦(𝑛) can be expressed in the
discrete domain as [11]

𝑦 (𝑛) = ∑
𝑖

𝑀−1∑
𝑗

(𝑥𝑖,𝑗ℎ𝑗 (𝑛 − 𝑖𝑀)) ↑𝑀 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑤𝑖,𝑗𝑥𝑖,𝑗. (1)

In Spectrum Pooling, the average ICI energy which
influences subcarrier 𝑗 of LU can be deduced as [12]

𝜎𝑅𝑈𝑗2

= 1𝑁𝑙
𝑁𝑙∑
𝑖=1

( +∞∑
𝑛=−∞


+∞∑
𝑚=−∞

ℎ𝑙𝑖 (𝑚 − 𝑝) ℎ∗𝑟𝑗 (𝑚 − 2𝐷𝑖𝑛)
2) . (2)

3. The GA for CR ICI Suppression

GA is an adaptive method to solve the search problem. It is
based on parallel search of the chromosome group, selecting
operationswith guessing, switching operations, andmutation
operations. So, GA has the following characteristics.

GA begins its search from the set of problem solutions,
rather than the single solution. This is a great difference
between GA and traditional optimization algorithms. The
traditional optimization algorithms get local optimal solu-
tions easily because they obtain the optimal solution from a
single initial value iteration. GA begins its search from the set
of problem solutions. So, it covers a wide area and it is good
for global choice.

GA need not search spatial knowledge or other auxiliary
information. It utilizes the fitness function value to evaluate
individuals and carry out genetic operation. The fitness
function is not limited to continuous differentiable functions,
and its definition domain can be set arbitrarily. This feature
expands the application range of GA greatly.

GA adopts the changing rules of probability rather than
deterministic rules to guide its search direction.

GA is self-organizing, adaptive, and self-learning. When
GA uses the information of the evolution process to organize
the search, the individual with large fitness has a higher
probability of survival and can obtain amore adaptive genetic
structure.

The Spectrum Pooling ICI suppression algorithm based
on GA is shown in Figure 2. At first, the data transmission
rate threshold 𝑅thr of un-LU and the fitness threshold are
set. The masked subcarrier sequence length 𝐿 is calculated
by 𝑅thr. The subcarrier set 𝑏𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐿, is randomly
selected from un-LU subcarriers as the original sequence.
The better intermediate carrier sequence is selected by the
fitness function. The new subcarrier sequence is produced
by overlapping and variation.The fitness function is adjusted
constantly to produce the new intermediate carrier sequence
until the fitness reaches the set threshold. The optimal inter-
ference subcarrier sequence is obtained. The CR interference
suppression is realized by masking the optimal interference
subcarrier sequence.

The specific process of ICI suppression algorithm is
described as follows:(1) Setting the data transmission rate threshold𝑅thr of un-
LU and the fitness threshold.(2) Original selecting subcarrier sequence of un-LU.

We select subcarrier set 𝑏𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐿, from subcarri-
ers of un-LU randomly,

𝐿 = 𝑅 (𝑥) − 𝑅thr
bit𝑥

, (3)

where 𝑅(𝑥) is the original data transmission rate of un-LU
before the interference is suppressed. bit𝑥 is the number of
bits assigned to each subcarrier.(3) Selecting a better intermediate carrier sequence.

A better intermediate carrier sequence is selected by the
fitness function. The average ICI energy of the 𝑗 un-LU’s
subcarrier infecting LU (2) is selected as the fitness function
of the 𝑗 un-LU’s subcarrier. The fitness function can be
described as follows:
𝑓 (𝑏𝑗)
= 1𝑁𝑙

𝑁𝑙∑
𝑖=1

( +∞∑
𝑛=−∞


+∞∑
𝑚=−∞

ℎ𝑙𝑖 (𝑚 − 𝑝) ℎ∗𝑟𝑗 (𝑚 − 2𝐷𝑖𝑛)
2) , (4)

where ℎ𝑙 is the filter of LU for modulating subcarriers,ℎ𝑙 = [ℎ𝑙1ℎ𝑙2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℎ𝑙𝑁𝑙 ]. ℎ𝑟 is the filter of un-LU for modulating
subcarriers, ℎ𝑟 = [ℎ𝑟1ℎ𝑟2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℎ𝑟𝑁𝑟]. The ranges of 𝑚 and 𝑛 are
decided by the length of the filter. 𝑝 is the additional delay
of the channel. ℎ𝑙𝑖 and ℎ𝑟𝑗 are wavelet filter functions for
modulating subcarriers 𝑖 and 𝑗 of LU, respectively. 𝑁𝑙 is the
number of LU’s subcarriers. 𝐷𝑖, 𝑖 = 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑁 − 1, is the level of
filter 𝑖.

The fitness adjustment formula can be described as

𝑓 (𝑏𝑗 + 1) = 𝑎𝑓 (𝑏𝑗) + 𝑏,
max {𝑓 (𝑏𝑗) | 𝑏𝑗 {0, 1} 𝐿} , (5)
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Figure 1: The block diagram of Spectrum Pooling with an ICI suppression unit.
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where 𝑓(𝑏𝑗) ̸= 𝑓(𝑏𝑗 + 1), 𝑎 and 𝑏 are the fitness parameters,
and 𝐿 is the length of the original set.(4) Crossing and generating the new optional carriers.

Two intermediate carriers selected from intermediate
carrier sequence are crossed to generate the new optional
carriers by crossover probability 𝑝. 𝑝 is defined as

𝑝 (𝑏𝑗) = 𝑓 (𝑏𝑗)
∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑓 (𝑏𝑗) , (6)

where 𝑏𝑗 is the original carrier sequence and 𝑓(𝑏𝑗) is a fitness
function.(5) Variation and generating the new optional carriers.

The new optional carriers can be generated by variation
probability 𝑝𝑚. 𝑝𝑚 is defined as follows.

For a given carrier group 𝑠 = 𝑏1𝑏2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑏𝐿,
𝑂 (𝑝𝑚, 𝑥) : 𝑏𝑗 = {{{

1 − 𝑏𝑗, if 𝑥𝑗 ≤ 𝑝𝑚
𝑏𝑗, else,

(7)

where 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝐿}, 𝐿 is the original carrier set, and 𝑥𝑗 ∈[1, 0].(6) Obtaining optimal interference subcarrier sequences.
When the fitness of optimal subcarrier reaches the given

threshold, the optimal interference subcarrier sequence is
obtained. The interference suppression of CR is realized by
masking the optimal interference subcarrier sequence.

The complexity of GA is 𝑂(𝑁2).
4. Parallel Algorithm Design for CR

Parallel computing is the process of usingmultiple computing
resources to solve computing problems. Traditional serial
computing is the process of performing single operations one
by one on a single central processing unit. But parallel com-
puting can simultaneously perform multiple operations on a
set of processor units. Parallel computing can quickly solve
large and complex computing problems. In themulticore era,
better performance can be obtained by designing a parallel
computing algorithm based on multithreads on a multicore
computing platform.

The Spectrum Pooling ICI suppression parallel algorithm
based onmultithreads is designed by us to improve the calcu-
lation speed of Spectrum Pooling ICI suppression algorithm
based on GA and make it more practical. The Spectrum
Pooling ICI suppression algorithm based on GA can be
parallelized as follows:(1) Parallelizing fitness evaluation of originally selected
subcarriers.

The fitness evaluation of the selected subcarriers takes
up most of the execution time and there is no dependence
on each other. So, fitness evaluation computing of originally
selected subcarriers can be assigned to different cores in a
multicore processor.(2) Parallelizing each genetic operator.

The operation of cross, selection, and variation can be
threaded and performed on different cores independently
and concurrently.

The specific process of parallel ICI suppression algorithm
is described as follows:

(1) Setting the data transmission rate threshold of un-LU
and the fitness threshold.

(2) Original selecting of subcarrier sequence of un-LU.
(3) Parallel selecting of better intermediate carrier

sequence.
(4) Parallel performing of the crossing operation and

generating the new optional carriers.
(5) Parallel performing of the variation operation and

generating the new optional carriers.
(6) Obtaining optimal interference subcarrier sequences.

The parallel ICI suppression algorithm can run on a
multicore computing platform and it has the advantage
of multithreads. So, the parallel ICI suppression algorithm
can not only improve the calculation speed of the original
ICI suppression algorithm based on GA, but also meet the
practical requirement of CR.

5. Simulation Results

To test the performance of the ICI suppression algorithm
based onGA, we construct Spectrum Pooling with 32 subcar-
riers. Spectrum Pooling is divided into 8 subbands and each
subband matches 4 subcarriers. The Daubechies-4 (Db(4))
is implemented to modulate the subcarriers of Spectrum
Pooling. QPSK is used to realize symbol constellation.

To simulate the wireless channel environment, we use the
two-path wireless channel model. The impulse response of
channel is defined as follows [13]:

ℎch (𝑛) = 𝛿 (𝑛) + 𝛿 (𝑛 − 𝑝𝑝) 𝑒𝑗𝜃1 , (8)

where𝑝𝑝 is a positive integer; it represents an additional delay
of the channel and is normalized as a symbol period. 𝜃1 is the
random phase; the range of 𝜃1 is [0, 2𝜋).

Set the crossover probability 𝑝 = 0.8 and variation
probability 𝑝𝑚 = 0.1.

The simulation scene is designed as follows.

Scene 1. LU occupies the central 3–6 subbands and 4-5
subbands of Spectrum Pooling, respectively.

Scene 2. LU occupies the 2, 3, 5, and 7 subbands of Spectrum
Pooling. LU occupies the 2, 4, 6, and 8 subbands of Spectrum
Pooling. LU occupies the 2 and 6 subbands of Spectrum
Pooling.

Figures 3 and 4 are the simulation results of Scene 1 and
Scene 2. It is shown that the ICI energy of un-LU decreases
if the number of masked optimal interference subcarriers
increases for both Scene 1 and Scene 2. Furthermore, the ICI
energy of un-LU decreases with the number of LU’s subcar-
riers increasing if the same number of optimal interference
subcarriers is masked.

In Figures 5 and 6, the LU occupied 8 subcarriers in the
Spectrum Pooling and the two-path wireless channel model
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Figure 3: The relation between the number of masked optimal
subcarriers and ICI energy in Scene 1 based on Db(4).
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Figure 4: The relation between the number of masked optimal
interference subcarriers and ICI energy in Scene 2 based on Db(4).

with 𝑝 = 0, 𝜃1 = 𝜋/5 is implemented. In the wireless channel
with only multipath effect, Figures 5 and 6 are the simulation
results of LU occupying central successive subbands and the
2 and 6 subbands. It is shown that the BER performance of
LU is improved if the number of masked optimal interference
subcarriers increases.

The GA is used to obtain the optimal subcarriers. Figures
3, 4, 5, and 6 describe the ICI performance of LU masking
different numbers of optimal subcarriers and the BER perfor-
mance of LU masking different numbers of optimal subcar-
riers. The results show that the ICI of LU can be suppressed
and BER performance of LU can be improved by GA.
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Figure 5: 𝑝 = 0, 𝜃1 = 𝜋/5, and BER performance of LU occupying
central successive subbands based on Db(4).
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Figure 6: 𝑝 = 0, 𝜃1 = 𝜋/5, and BER performance of LU occupying
2 and 6 subbands based on Db(4).

6. Conclusions

The CR is a new method to share spectrum resources with
more flexibility and efficiency. However, the orthogonality of
LU signal and un-LU signal is disrupted because of multipath
fading impulse. So, ICI between LU and un-LU occurs. GA
can obtain and accumulate the related knowledge of search
space automatically and control the search process adaptively
to get the optimal solution.This paper proposes and discusses
the GA used to obtain the optimal interference subcarriers
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for ICI suppression. The average ICI energy of the 𝑗 un-LU’s
subcarrier infecting LU is selected as the fitness function of
the 𝑗 un-LU’s subcarrier.

Parallelizing the original algorithm is an effective method
to improve the operation speed. So, the parallel ICI suppres-
sion algorithm is designed. The simulation results show that
the average ICI power of LU can be improved by masking
the optimal interference subcarriers. In addition, the BER
performance of LU is improved. In the future, more self-
learning optimization algorithms will be studied to obtain
optimal interference subcarriers for suppressing the ICI of
Spectrum Pooling.
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